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Preface 

The FRSO Operator's Manual has been written as a reference and supplement to 
on FR8D training pragram. The manual includes descriptions of the various pieces 
of equipment used on the FR8D; disc and utility routines; how to run production 
from the disc and tape Systems, from both data tapes and CHORS; troubleshooting 
instructions for certain pieces of equipment and for production work: 
explanations of the various logs and forms; and technician call-in procedures. 

Technical veri fication was provided by: Chuck Mancuso, Joe Kuchta, and Dale 
McDonald. Any questions or comments concerning this manual should be directed to 
the authors, the FR80/CHORS coordinators, or an I/O supervisor. 

NOTE: Updates to this document are indicated by a 
narrow vertical line m 011 the right side of the 
page. In addition, a listing of modifications 
can be found at the end of text. 

Ope rat 0 r en t ere din s t r u c t ion s tot he s y stem 
are followed with the use of rt, which 
indicates the use of the return key. 
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The FR8D system converts magnetical 1y recorded, computer-derived information 

into alphanumerical text or graphically displayed copy. The system takes 

information from magnetic disc and/or tape, and translates it into images on a 

high-precision cathode-ray tube. A camera photographs the face of the tube, and 

the resultant film output is processed in Computations photographic processing 

lab. 

There are currently tour FR80s. They are all basically identical, but may 

have been modified in some way to meet special processing needs. All four FR80s 

can process data from magnetic tape. FR80s 1-3 can process data from "CHORS". 

CHORS means ,Q,omputer Hardcopy Qutput .B,ecording ~stem. In very simple terms, 

CHORS is an in termed i a te system through wh i ch ou tpu t f i I es f rom worker compu ters 

are directed to disc pack storage and then processed by the appropriate output 

processing device. 

Each FR80 has its own reload tape, as there are certain differences that 

must be taken into account when manipUlating the memory of each FR80. 

There are two processing systems. Under normal circumstances, the FR80s are 

run from an internal disc system. There is a back-up system on magnetic tape. 

Production work on the FRBOs fall into one of three categories: FCB, Load 

and Go, and Data Only. Each is explained in the "Run Procedures" section of this 

monua I. 

Those characteristics that are unique to each FR80 are covered on the next 

page. While the information given is part of general operating procedures, these 

procedures can change for periods of time. To keep informed on a day·-to-day 

basis, always check the FRaO Status Board for any changes. 
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FR80s 1 and 2 

These FRSOs are essentia'lly the same. They are both used to run 105mm 48X 

microfiche fi 1m. Two types of output fi les al-e processed on these machines 

interchangeably - 105mm and FCB, 

FR80 3 

This FR80 is used to pl-ocess 105mm fi 1m (FCB and 105mm queue types). 

un i que because: 

1) Instead of one disc, it has two; it needs separate reload procedures. 

2) The tope drive it uses is different than those attached to other FR80s. 

3) Er ror recovery procedures are somewhat oi f ferenl. 

4) The teletype operates at a faster rate than those for the other FRBOs. 

It is 

Appropriate operator responses to these differences will be covered later in this 

monua I • 

FR80 4 

FRSO-4 is used to process all output types other than Load and Go 105mm .. 

Our current output types, other thanl05rnm, include FCB; 35mm, which can be made 

into film strips or slides; P16mm (sprocketed movie film); 16mm (unsprocketed 

movie film); 24X (an enlarged image on 105mm type ti 1m); Hey (Hardcopy - a type 

of paper film that produces a high quality 8,5 x 11.0 inch paper output); and HFB 

(done on the Hardcopy came ra us I ng f I I rn tho t produces 8.5 x 11.0 inch 

viewgraphs)., We have color capability for 35rnm and P16mm, but color work Is 

generally directed to a different output processing device (DICOMED). 

FRBO-4 is not connected to CHORS, so 01 'I work processed on FRBO-4 is done 

from magnetic tapes, Depending on what type of work is being done, the Camer'a 

Select Switch (unique tD r'RBO-4) may have to be reset and the intensity may have 

to be changed. The photo techs are the only ones who should make ony changes, 

but the operator may want to veri ty that the changes have been made. The Dally 

Log 'For FRBO-4 is the only place where bacl{log information needs to be recorded. 
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The FR8D system is designed and manufactured by Information International, 

Inc. The Laboratory's FR8Ds have the capabi1 ity of running from both disc and 

tape systems. The disc system is the primary system used; the tape system is 

used for backup purposes only. Whi Ie reading magnetic tapes or disc packs, the 

system processes the information and records characters and vectors on a 

high-precision cathode-ray lube. A special camera system photographs the face of 

the tube. The resulting film must be processed in another off-'Iine unit. The 

FR80 is organized into four functional sections: 

1. Input section 

2. Processor 

3. Data translator 

4. Recording unit 

Input Section 

The standard FRBO system configuration consists of seven-track magnetic tape 

drives (currently), a master tape controller and teletype. The master tape 

controller can be expanded to handle up to four magnetic tape drives and to 

provide switch selection of the desired drive. The input section controls the 

flow of data to the processor at a normal transfer rate of 30,000 lB-bit words 

per second. The teletype uni ts serve as a 3D-character per second auxi I lory 

communications I ink with the processor unit. 

Processor 

The basic binary processor utilizes an 1B--bit word and a 16K core memory. 

Serving as the central control unit of the system, the processor combines 

operating data and plotting instructions for routing to the data translator. 

Under program controls, the processor instructs the data translator to generate 

the required alphanumerics, vectors, and formats for special forms. 

Data Translator 

The Data Translator takes information received from the processor (data and 

instructions for handl ing the data). and converts it to electrical signals. 

Recording Unit 

Electrical signals are converted into a recorded film image in the recording 

unit. The image is focused by the optical system and recorded by the microfilm 

camero. The operator can watch what is being put on "fi 1m by looking at the 
TV-l ike display monitor. 
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There are three sections to the FRBO console: instruction, address and data. 

These sections all consist of l8-bit words. 

Instruction Section 

I/O Transfer Instruction Definitions 

1. The graup af 1 ights numbered from 00 to 17 is the current instruction 

being executed. 

2. The first six bits (lights 00 to 05) of the instruction register show 
the type of instruction being executed. An Io'r is a common instruction. 

3. The next six bi ts (1 ights 06 to 11) show which hardware device is 

being referenced. 

4. The last six bi ts (I ights 12 to 17) show the command tell ing the 

hardware device bits (06 to 11) what to do. 

I/O Transfer Instruction Operation 

If the system halts, the I/O transfer instruction will indicate the error 

condition. 

1. The following pairs of numbers wilt appear in the six bits (06 to 11), 

possibly identifying the hardware device that is causing the error 

condition. 

03 teletype read 

04 teletype print 

37 register control '(which is the first six bits) 

47 character generator 

51 disc 

60 skip 

63 camera 

73 magnetic tape drive 

77 internal (extend mode', rese t. clocks. etc.) 

2.740040 in instruction register lights, indicates a halt instruction. 

I 

I 
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1. Single Time - Two-posi tion toggle switch used to increment a 

program through the individual states of the major state. Used in 

conjunction with Continue switch. 

2. Single Step - Two-position toggle swi tch used to increment a 

program through the major states of the instruction. 

Used in conjunction with Continue switch. 

3. Sir!..9k..lJ:i.§J (Single Instruction) - Two-posi tion toggle switch used 

to increment a pr·ogram through its execution, a single instruction 

Cit a time. Used in conjunction with Continue switch. 

4. ~Iock Mode - Slops internal clock and will halt machine. If switch is 

up, depress switch and press Continue switch to resume machine function. 

Used tor maintenance purposes only! If, after PM, the FR80 slows 

to a halt or Just stops, make sure this switch has been put down. 

5. Extend Mode - Allows machine to start anywhere in mem()ry. 

When on, depressing ST,ART causes the system to start in Extend mode. 

6. Bank Mod~·- Allows machine to run in lower 8K of memory only. 

7. Lamp Test - Tests instruction giOUp indiccdor lamps only. 

8. l..lJ.g._~.!lb_ (Indicator Inhibitor·) - stops the dala lamps. 

9. A..si!:...Sto.Q (Address Stop) - lhree-position toggle switch: Down position 

is normal IJnd does not affect machine. When in middle position and Data 

select switch is in MEM, the program halts at the location keyed into 

the address registers on a read or write condition. Upper position 

wi II hall machine only if program tries to write into memory. 

fhis wi I I force machine into key state requiring an operator response. 

(Dataswi lch in MEM will slow the machine's performance by 

approximately 20%, because it hos to read memory twice.) 

OO'li'!: For normal machine operation, all switches must remain In the down or "off" 

position with the exception of BANK and EXTEND mode; they are kept "up". 

Continued on next page -.--.... 
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10 __ Repeat Fast, Repeat Slow - Used in conjunction with Exomine, Deposit, 

and Continue. Wi I I complete operator's keyed-in request at either a 

60-cycle rate (slow) or at ful I machine rote (fast). 

Usage of these switches (indicotor lights) can result in destruction 

of memory. 

LAMP INDICATORS 

11. El (Program Interrupt) - Interrupts signals; used for debug and 

programming purposes. Not connected ot this time. 

12. Run - Wi II be on when machine is processing_ 

1.3 . .Q..l.~Rur'!.-- Shows when disc is bein(l accessed_ If Disc Run light is on,' 

and RUN light is off, disc is stopped. Both I ights must be on to run from 

disc. 

14. Clock - Indicates real-time clock is functioning. 

15. Link - Not appl icable to operators. 

15. Fetch, Defer, XCT, Break - Major steps of an instruction. If the 

machine halts and any of these lights remain on (other than the 

Fetch I [ght) the machine has a mal function. What you do to correct 

the rna I f 1m c t ion wi I Ide pen don the sit u at ion (c arne t· a 0 U t 0 f f i I rn , 

blown fuse, etc.) 

17. Index, Extend - Memory-addressing indicators. 
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1. .El:..g_,-J$.~L Reg lights - Set internally in machine by the executing 
program. Any key operation sets Key register. 

2. Addre..§.L1.l9.b.ts (00 to 17) - Indicates where in memory the program is 
actually executing. 

Location 1 to 39 

counters; 32, 33 

Dedicated locations; for example: 6, 7 - time 

magnetic tape increment. 

Location 40 and above: 40 

location for diagnostics. 

first empty location; 100 - starting 

3. Star.l - When depressed, machine wi 11 start running program at location 
that has been set in on the address section of console; normally 

switch 12. 

4. Reset - Clears all halts, and resets all counters to zero. When 

simultaneously used in conjunction with Stop switch, it will set machine 

up for hardware read in. 

5. Stop - Terminates program execution after current instruction has been 

processed. 

6. Co!li.l..Jlue ._. Three-position toggle switch locks in the up position. It 

stays momentarily in the down position. It will pick up program 

where Stop swi tch hal ted it. Also used In conjunction with Single

Time, Single--Step, and Single-Instruction switches. 

7. Examine/Examine Next -When placed in up position, it will display 

any location keyed into the address section, and display that location 

in the data I ights. When put in down position repeatedly, after 

first going to up position once, 'it will display each address of 

memory in increments of one word, starting with the loc;:]tion keyed 

into address register by operator. Information found at the examined 

addresses will be displayed in the data I ights. This switch 

can be used w.hi Ie machine is running program. It wi II not erose 

memory. 

8. Deposit/Deposit Next - When placed in up position, it wi I I place 

into memory the information keyed in with the data switches, at the 

location keyed into the address registers. When deposit switch is 
placed ill the down position repeatedly, after first going to the 

up position once, it will place whatever is keyed into data register 

into the memory location specified by the address registers, 

incrementing the location by one. This swi tch can be used whi Ie 

machine is running program. It will erase memory - USE WITH CAUTION! 
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Data Section 

1. Prq. Key. Reg .U..9hlJ!. - Set internally by machine. Any key operation 
sets Key register 

2. MEM through Y lights - Selection of data select indicaior lights is 

achieved through rotation of the Data Select switch. These positions 

are used for debugging and programming purposes - not appl icable to 

oper·ators. Data select AClight should be on under normal operating 

conditions. 

3. Data lights (00 to 17) - The 1 ights numbered 00 to 17 on the data 

section of console show the information found at the location indicated 

by the address indicator I ights. They also provide a means to deposit 

into the accumulator or memory by setting the toggle swl tches below 

the data indicator lights, and using the Deposit switch. 

4 . .B~d-in - Initiates the hardware read-in process. 

5. Read-in-Mode - When in MT mode, machine wi 11 load from magnetic tape 

when Read-i n swi tch is depressed. When in PT mode, mach i ne wi II load 

from paper tape at teletype when Read-in switch is depressed. When 

in Disc mode, the machine wi II load from disc when Read·-.. in switch is 

depressed. 

6. Data Select - Seventeen-position rotating switch for indicators 

MEM through Y. Do not leave in MEM, because it can slow down machine 

by 20%. Normal setting is in AC. 

7. Power - Controls power to entire system. TURN OFF ONLY IN EMERGENCY 

SITUATIONS! Emergency situations include power outages, fire, 

earthql!oke, water, and injury. It wi II take several seconds to 

power down. When turned back on, the machine requires two hours 

to stab iii ze. 

8. Tape Drive Select - The Tape Drive Select 9wi tehes ore thumb wheels 

I i ned up hor i zonta 1 I Y near the tape dr i ves. The far thes tie f t swi tch 

is for tape drive At the next for tope drive a, etc. The farthest right 

switch is reserved for the CHORS system. When dialed: 

1 dr i ve l'S in read/write mode 

2 drive is in standby 

3 drive is for programs tape 
4 dr i va is in load mode 

I 



Standard Settings 

The standard settings for the FR80 console are as follows: 

1. Bank and Extend Modes up. 

2. Fetch Light on (always) 

3. Address location 40 (key 12) - up. 

4. Data Address 1000 (key 8) up (resets time). 

5. Read-- in-Mode Disc. 

6. Data Select AC. 

7. Power on. 

Trouble Shooting 

If console goes dead and Debug wi II not appear: 

1., Press Stop, Reset, and Read-itl switches several times. 
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2. If Debug does not appear, set the address location to 037777 and 

press Stop, Reset and Star t. 

3. If machine wi II not respond after severtJI attempts, clear memory 

then go to step 1. If this fai Is, call your supervisor for help. 

1. All dota keys set to O. 

2. Push "fast repeat" switch up. 

3. Push Stop-Reset. 

4. Push "deposit" key up. 

5. Push "deposit next" key down until all address register lights are 
blinking. 

6. Push "fast r"epeat" key down. Put data key 8 up. 
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Each FR80 has its own Texas Instruments Silent 700 terminal. The terminal 
serves as a 3D-character per second auxiliary communications link with the 
Processor Unit. To use a terminal, the two cables at the back of the terminal 
must be securely plugged in. Also, the following switches must be in the 

positions indicated: 

UPPERCASE depressed to left 
HALF DUP depressed to r i gh t 
ONLINE depressed to len 
LOW SPEED depressed to I eft 

In addition to the regular typewriter-·style keyboard, the terminals also use 
the following special function keys: 

L(slash) 

CTRL-A 

CTRL--D -_._-

CTRL-I 

SHIFT ? 

Completes word when enough characters are typed to make it unique. 

Used together with another key. 

Finishes the current fiche and stops. Works only for FeB. 

Co I I s up DEBUG. 

Used to interrupt any program instantly. Whatever has been 
interrupted must be restarted from the beginning. 

Used together with other keys. 

Used to "delete" a typed line. There is no key for deleting 
a single character. 

Used to advance the paper through the teletype. 

Sends command to machine. 

Used to access the character shown on the upper half of the 
alphanumeric keys. 

Lists the parameters for the currently running job. 
(Use these keys when the system is in Monitor Mode.) 



Teletype Paper Change 

1. Use unclassified (borderless) teletype paper. 

(Thermographic or Therma'i printing paper with small core.) 

2. Lift lid. 

3. Remove old paper ro I I . 

4. Insert new paper ro I I so that paper comes from underneath 

guide fa I I er. 

5. Press "Paper Advance" key un til the paper reaches the ex it 

point at the top of the teletype. 

6. Close lid. 

Troubleshooling the Teletype 

If you have trouble with a teletype: 

1. Make sure the power cable is securely attached. 

2. Make sure the switches ar'e all set correctly .. 

3. Make sure you are using the correct paper. 

4. fhe teletypes for FR80s 1, 2, and 4 are interchangeable. 

paper 

If you have a problem with one of these, you could move a teletype 

from an idle FR80 to replace the malfunctioning one. 

The teletype for FR80 3 is not interchangeable with the others. 
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If a t.eletype malful1ctions after Yol.l've checked all of the above and you can't 

swap teletypes, call an FR80/CHORS technician. 
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The FR80s each have one or more 7-track tape drives attached to them. There 
are two types of Kennedy drives. 

Kennedy 9100 Tape Drive 

Cleaning 

For these tape drives, use alcohol to clean the Read/Write head. The rest I 
of the drive must be cleaned by a technician. Clean the Read/Write head for each 

new tape. I 

Loading 

1. Place tape on upper hub, flush against flange with Write-Enable 
groove facing towards drive. 

2. Press center hub down to secure reel onto hub. 

3. Thread tape, following diagram in drive. 

4. Wind tape around take-up reel clockwise for five or six wraps. 

5. Press LOAD swi tch. Tape wi II advance to load point. 

6. Press ONLINE switch. 

Unloading 

1. Press ONLINE switch to take unit off-line. 

2. Press REWIND swi tch. If reel is at load point. the tape wi II unwind. 
I f not. pre s s R EWI ND a 9 a in. 

3. Lift center hub and remove reel. 



Kennedy Tape Drive With Tension Arms 

Cleaning 
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1. Clean the Read/Write head for each new tape. Move the grey cover 

by pressing it open from the top clockwise. 

2. Clean the entire unit once per shift. 

head, the white rollers at the top and 

ro I I ers above and be I ow the Read/WI" i te 

rubber whee I. 

Loading 

Use alcohol and wipe the 

bottom, the black and si Iver 

head, and the black 

1. Place tape on uppel" hub, flush against flange with write-enabling 

groove facing towards drive. 

2. Pre sse e n t e r h LI b dow n to sec u r ere e Ion t 0 hub. 

3. Thread tape, following diagram in drive. 

4. Wi nd tape a round take--up r ee I c I ockw i se for five or s I x wraps. 

5. Press Load swl tch. Tape wi II advonce to load point. 

6. Press Online switch. 

7. Set toggle switch to "TAPE" when ready to process tope. 

8. Set Unit Select switch to "1" when ready to process tape. 

Unloading 

1. Press Onl ine switch to take unit offl ine. 

2. Press Rewind switch. If reel IS at load point, the tape wi II unwind. 

If not. press Rewind again. 

3. Lift center hub and remove reel. 
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There are ten cameras available to piot FRaO types: five 105mm 48X cameras 

for 105mm and CB output types, one 105mm 24X camera for 24X output types, one 

camera for Color 35mm and Color P16mm output types, one 35mm camera for 0080 and 

35mm with an adapter for P16mm output types, one 16mm camera for 16mm output 

types, and one hardcopy camera. 

Description - 105mm Camera 

The 24X and 4BX 105mm cameras are the same, except that the 24X produces 

larger page images than the 48X. 105mm production plots two microfiche per foot 

of film. These cameras are box shaped with two box shaped magazines for film 

supply and take·-up. When running FCB output on FRBO-4. the Camera Select switch 

is set to "1". No 105mm Load and Go output is currently being run on FR8Q.·,,-3 or 

4. 

Procedures for 105mm Film and Camera 

The f 0 1 I ow i n g s h 0 U I d bed 0 n e aft era cut, be for est art i n g the run. 

1. Film cuts on 105mm film size will occur approximately every 3 hours of 

actual plotting time, or when deemed necessary by the operator, not to exceed 

approximately 245 feet of fi 1m. 

2. Check magazine latches (facing to the right), and insure that all doors are 

closed on the camera and magazine. 

3. Check to insure that the vacuum hose is connected, 

4. Check to Insure that both power plugs at the back of the comera swi tch 

box are plugged In. 

5. Check to insure that the switch 011 the right side of the camera is up. 

6. Clear the camera once to Insure that t~e proper amount of fi 1m is being 

advanced. 

7. For FRBO-4, check to insure the intensity setting is correct. 

8. Run an FCB test tape before each cut, regardless of the system you are 

using (tape vs disc). 

Gauge Monitoring - 105mm Camera 

Make sure the supply spindle rotates, in order to insure that the film is 

advancing through the camera and is actually being exhausted. 
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Cameras 

16mm fi Ims take the thin 1000-foot plastic supply cassette and the take- up 
magazine with the small flange. The 16mm camera has the small fi 1m aperture 

device WITHOUT sprockets. 16mm plots 24 frames per foot of fi 1m. Be sure the 

correct camera is installed (16mm vs P16mm). When using FRBO-4, the Camera 

Select switch is on 1. 

8e aware that once Go/rt is typed to start processing. a 16mm job may clear 

the camera four or more times, because of parameters set by the user. 1i!I01'1E: 

Clear wi I I not type out on the teletype. 

Procedures for 16mm Film and Camera 

The following should be done after a cut, before starting a run. 

1. Check to insure t.hat the power cord is plugged in. 

2. Check to insure that the door on the face of the camera is tightly closed. 

3. Clear the camera four times, to insure that the proper amount of film 

advances through the camera. 

4. Check to insure the intensity setting is correct. 

5. If you are running 16mm "Data Only" tapes, put one clear between each tape. 

6. Run the 16mm test tape before each cut, regardless of the system you 

are using (tape vs disc). 

7. Make sure the Camera Select Switch IS set on "1". 

8. Make sure the black rubber belt IS attached to the take-up magazine. 

Gauge Monitoring - 1 6mm Camera 

1. Make sure the supply spindle rotates, in order to insure that the fi 1m 

is advancing through the camera and is actually being exhausted. 

2. Make sure the fi 1m footage indicator on the supply magazine does not 

decrease by more than 400 feeL If you don't, the take-up magazine 
may jam. 

I 

I 
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Description - Hardcopy (HCY and HFB) Camera 

The Hardcopy camera is large and black and takes up most of the area 01 'lowed 

for camera insta'ilation. It is a box-I ike camera. HCY and HFB use the same 

camera. Ddferenl fi 1m is inserted for each. Hey and HFB plot one frame per 

foot of film. Hardcopy film can only be run on FRBO-4, because only FRBO-4 has a 

Camero Select Switch, which is set on "3" to run HCY and HFB. 

Procedures for HCY /HFB Film and Camera 

The fo'liowing should be done after a cut, before starting a run. 

1. Film cuts on HCY and HFB film size wil'l occur approximately every two 

hours of actual plotting time. 

2. Check to insure the camera select swdch is on "3". 

3. Check to insure that the green READY LIGHT and the yellow "ON" light 

are on. 

4. Check to insure the intensity setting is corl-ect. 

5. Check to insure that the emulsion switch is set to "EMULSION OUT". 

6, Check to insure the vacuum hose is attached to the camera. 

7. The photo technician should clear the camera once using the CLEAR button 

on the camera. 

~~(ij"I!il: Do not use the "CLEAR" command when running HCY/HFB. 

8, Run the "FHCY#" Test Tope befor.§.. the plotting of HCY/HFB, regardless of 

the system you are using (tope vs disc). 

Gauge Monitoring - HCY /HFB Camera 

1. Make sure take-up magazine and supply spindles rotate. 

2. Make sure the film footage indicator moves (locate\! on Ule supply can-ister), 

to insure that the fi 1m is actually being exhausted, 

" , 
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Carner-as 

35mm and PI6mm fi 1m are processed using the same camera. The film aperture 

areas are removable. The supply and take-up magazines are circular. 

35mm plots 16 frames per foot of film. It uses the wide supply and take-up 

magazines with the large flanges. Magnetic tapes or queues may be labeled ".35", 

"DDBO", or "X35". Be sure the correct camera is insta'lled (35mm vs PI6mm). 

P16mm plots 40 frames per foot of film. It uses the thin supply magazine 

and toke-up mogaz i ne wi th the large flange. The P16mm camera uses the sma I I f i 1m 

aperture device with sprockets. Be sure the correct camero is installed (P16 vs 

35mm or 16mm). 

Be aware that once Gold is typed to start processing, a P16 job moy clear 

the camero i'our or more times, because of parameters set by the user. NOTE: 

"CLEAR" wi II not type out on the teletype. 

Procedures for 35mm and P16mm Film and Co mera 

The following should be done after a cut, before starting the run. 

1. Fi 1m cuts will occur every three hours, not to exceed 400 feet. 

2. Make sure the black rubber bel t is attached to the take-up magazine. 

3, Check to insure that the power cord and 10-ft indicator are plugged in. 

4. Check to insure that the door on the face of the camera is closed tightly. 

5, Clear 35mm twice. C'lear P16mm four times. These clears insure that the 

proper amount of fi 1m advonces through the camera. 

6, Check to insure the intensity setting is correct. 

7. Run a test tape before each cut, regardless of the 

(tape vs disc). For 35mm, use the 35mm test tape. 

16mm test tape (there is no P16 test tope). 

system you are using 

For P16mm, use the 

8. For FRBO-4, the Camera Select Switch should be set to "1". 

Gauge Monitoring 

1. Make sure that the supply spindle rotates, in order to insure that the film 

is advancing through the camera and is actually being exhausted. 

2. Make sure the fi 1m footage indicator on the supply magazine does not 

decrease by more than 400 feet. If you don't, the take-up magazine may jam. 

I 

I 

I 
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Carner-as 

C35 and CPI6mm fi 1m are processed using the same camera. The fi 1m aperture 

assembl ies are removable. The supply and take-up magazines are ci rcular. When 

using FRSO-4. the Camera Select switch is on "1". 

C.35mrn plots 16 frames per foot of film. It uses the wide supply and take-up 

magazines. 

CP16rnrn plots 40 frames per foot of fi 1m. It uses the thin supply magazine 

and take-up magazines. Be sure you have the color camera installed, with the 

correct film size. 

Procedures for Color 35mm and Color P16mm Film and 
Camera 

The following should be done after a cut, before starting the run. 

1. Fi 1m cuts will occur every three hours, not to exceed 400 feet 

2. Check to insure that the black rubber belt is attached to ihe take·-up 

magazine. 

3. Check to insure that the power cord, color filter plugs, and 10-ft indicator I 
cables are all plugged in. 

4. Check to insure that the dool' on the face of the camera is closed tightly. 

5. Clear C35mm twice. Clear CP16mm four times. These clear's Insure th'Jt the 

proper amount of ti 1m advances through the camera. 

6. Run C1 color test ~tQ.!:.!LSLr:lQ. . .Qj.i.S'.L each run, regardless of the system 

you ole using (tape vs disc). 

Gauge Monitoring - Color 35mm and Color P16mm 

1. Make sure that the supply spindle rotates, in order to insure thot the Film 

is advancing through the camera and is actually being exhausted, 

2. Make sure the fi 1m footage indicaior on the supply magazille does not 

decrease by more than 400 feeL If you don't. the take-up magazine may jam. 
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Introduction 

As mentioned earlier, the CHORS system provides direct access for output 

files from the mainframe computers to CHORS disk packs for processing. For 

processing purposes, the FF80 recoqnizes.CHORS--.9Li..l..!L.§..ffect~ther tape drive. 

The ADM31 is the communications link with the CHORS system. To get the jobs 

from the disk packs to the FR80s, you have to enter a command at the ADM31. It 
accepts commands from the operator and displays messages from CHORS. AI I 

operator control of the CHORS FRBO files is accomplished through the ADM31. I 
Once files are written 011 the CHORS disk packs, the FR80 operator looks at 

the ADM31 display to see what fi les have to be processed by the FRBOs. Under 

normal conditions, the only queue types that are written to CHORS for FRBO are 

FCB and 105. Other types can be written to CHORS but it's not advisable, as the 

FR80 that processes other queue types isn't attached to CHORS. FRBO files are 

written to packs labeled on the ADM.31 as "FR" (Pard or lower securi ty 

classification) or "CL" (above-Pard classification). To access the jobs on the 

"CL" pack, a cornmand has to be given at the ADM.31 to "classify" the FR80 you'll 

be processing on. You have to "declassify" the FR80 to go back to regular FR 

jobs. 

Once the command is typed at the ADM31 to start processing, you have to go 

to the FR80 teletypes to complete the steps necessary to start processing. The 

FR80 teletypes handle all communications with the FR8D system. This means that 

all errors that appear all the FR80 teletypes are handled identically for CHORS or 

tapes. 
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cHORs 

The following ADM31 commands are ones you wi'll have to use on a regular basis in 

ordel' to process FR80 files from CHORS. 

ABORT - AS N 

Where N is the number of the FR80 ( 1, 2, or 3 ). The abort command stops the 

["R8D ~f!1i!!~JiL.QJ ... ~l.'L! When given during the processing of a job, one abort will stop 

the job and hold it for reprocessing on the same FRaD. Two aborts wil I return 

the job to the queue to be processed later; i.e., the next time the queue is 

assigned. Be sure to check the FR8D teletype, as an END JOB or fi 1m advancement 

wi II possibly be necessary. 

The ABORT command will NOT change the assigned Classification (be it classified 

or unclassified) 

Classification 

CL N 

Where N is the number of the FRaD ( 1, 2, or 3 ), on which above PARD jobs are to 

be processed. This command must be entered prior to running any above-PARD jobs. 

The classified jobs are assigned to the FRBO using the normal CHORS commond (see 

FRJOBS section below). 

The CL command can only be changed by using the UNCL (unclassified) command, or 

by deadstorting CHORS. 

UNCL N 

Where N is the number of Hie FR80 ( 1, 2, or 3 ). Or! which PARD 01 below-PARD 

jobs are to be processed, 

FRJOBS - F N queue 

Where F is FRJOBS. ~'l is the number of the FR80 ( 1. 2. or 3 ). and queue is the 
f i let y p e, sue has: 1 05 0 r F CB . 

This command assigns a particular queue to 0 specific FR80. 

run only those jobs from the specified queue. and only under 

mode assigned to the FR8D. 

Th is command wi I I 

the classification 
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This command wi II produce a printer fi Ie (list) of all the jobs on drive# (D) for 

pack# (P). When the ADM31 displays the message that the I is 1. is ready. tel I the 

printer operator the pack and job number so you can get a printed copy of the 

lis t . l. i s t sse r v e s eve r a ,I pur pas e s : 

1) When a pack is completed or goes to the overflow shelf. alist must 

go wi th the pack and another goes to Forrest A'II en (Box E30). 

2) When processing fi les. a I ist of the pack rTiay be helpful in following 

your progress. 

3) A I ist may be helpful in getting information for updating the I/O 

Status Display. 

LOG DRIVE PACK QUEUE - LO 0 P Q J 

This command wil I display all of the jobs on drive# (D) for pack# (p) for queue 

type (Q) starting at job (J). If you omit J, the log will start at job 0 on the 

ADM31. To view more of the contents of the pack for that queue type, hit the 

return key. This wi I I move the top entries off the screen and show additional 

entries at the bottom. If you hove to Icok at a 'lot of jobs, you can use the 

enti re screen by typing CTRL···S rt, then continue to hi t the return key unti I you 

find the information you'l-e looking for, or you reach "end of I ist", Typing 

CTRL·-S rt wi II restore the Ilormal top display, Use LOG to: 

1) Get information for updating the 1/0 Status Display, 

2) Check the progress for a particular job. 

3) Get a count of the number offl les left to process for a 

particular queue type, 

4) Check tlie track size of a job, 
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MARK PACK QUEUE CLASSIFICATION JOB JOB JOB ... - M P Q S 
J J 

This command will mark. on pack# (P), queue type (Q). classification (5). job# 

(J) as being completed. You can mark a number of jobs at the same time, as tong 

as the numbers are in order from the lowest number to the highest number. Use 

this command when you have trouble with a job and decide the job can't be plotted 

or when you are told to mark a Jobes). By marking the Job. CHORS believes the 

job has been completed so that you can go on to the next job in the queue. 

STOPFR80 - STO # 

This command wi II stop the FR80 speci fied by #, after the job in progress 

completes, Use this command to stop an FR80 to: 

1) Prepare for a fi 1m cut. 

2) Process a different queue type. 

3) etc. 

A complete 1 ist of CHORS ADM commands is avai lable in the CHORS manual. 
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ADM31 messages from CHORS are CHORS system messages to the operator. The 
messages included here do not require operator intervention, as they do not 
indicate an error. Error messages from CHORS are included in the Error Hcmdling 
section of this manual. 

CLASSIFIED MODE 

The above message is the response from CHORS when the CL (classified) command is 
issued. 

FR80 N STOPPED AT PACK BOUNDARY 

The above message indicates that the job queue assigned to that particular FR80 
on that specl fic pack was completed. NOTE: In the message I isted above, N = 

FR80 number. This message does NOT imply that there are no more jobs for that 
queue to process. It is meant to indicate that there are NO MORE JOBS for that 
QUEUE on the PACK you have been processing from. Also remember that there may be 
more jobs of a diffel'ent queue on the pack. 

FR80 N STOPPED BY OPERATOR 

The above message is the reply from the STOP/FR80 command. It wi I I be displayed 
on ADM31 upon completion of the job which was in progress when the STOP command 
was issued. Note: In the above example, N = FR80 number 

FR80 N END OF Q S QUEUE 

N FR80 number 
Q Queue name 
S Classification 

The above message indicates that there are no more jobs In the assigned queue, or 
the plot command has completed. 

FR# - QUEUE CLASSIFICATION PACK# JOB# PLOTTED 

The above message appears on the ADM31 when the current job is finished plotting. 
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The above message is the response from CHORS when the FRJOBS command is issued_ 
It also indicates that the first job not plotted in the assigned queue is ready 
to be read from disc, and be plotted. 

JOB PLOT STARTED 

The above message is the response from CHORS when the PLOT command is issued. 

UNCLASSIFIED MODE 

The abave message is the response from CHORS when the UNCL (unclassified) command 
is issued. 

WILL DO 

The above message is the response from CHORS when the STOPFR80 command is issued. 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

This section covers the logs and forms used in the FR80, and the procedures 

for updating the 1/0 Status Display, for call ing in a technician, and for shift 

turn over. 

FR80 Daily Log 

1. DATE - Enler date in form of MM/DD/YY to MM/DD/YY. 

2. FR80# - Enter machine number. 

3 OPERjl.TORS- Sign in the appropriate shift box. Use your first initial and 

last name. 

4. BACKLOG - The log for FRSO-4 is used to record the backlog for _a_I_1 FRSOs. 

Enter beginning-of-shift backlog quantity for each type of tape in the 

appropriate shift column. For CHORS, indicate the number of files 

if thel'e is only one pack. If multiple packs, put the number of packs 

in this box (e.g., 3 pks or 78). 

5. TOTAL NO. OF _!:1..Q.URS Enter end-of--shi ft tall ies of machine times for 

each column indicated - IDLE, EM, PM, SYS, and UP. 

6. TIME·- Time is 24 hour clock time. A time is entered whenever the machine 

status changes, the fi 1m is cut, a camera is changed, or when any statement 

is entered under COMMENTS. A new log is started at 08:00 each day. I 
7. STATUS - Check one of the following whenever a time and comment are enter·ed .. 

UP - When machine is processing. 

EM (emergency maintenance)- When mach'ine is stopped because ol 

hardware prob'lems and an engineer is called to resume processing. 

PM (preverltive maintenance) ,- When rnachine is taken out of service 

so hardware checks can be run. 

i2,YS (S y s tern) .- Wh e r1 mac h i n e i 8 0 u t 0 f s e r vic e (s 0 f twa ret rOll b leo r 

development). 

IDLE - When machine is available fOI' processing, but there is no 

work to be run or CHORS is down for a long period of tirne 

Cant i nued on next page ------> 
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8. FILM CUT - Check the box when you first noti fy the photo technician to cut 

the film. The time taken for a fi'lm cut is included with idle time 

when the film cut occurs next to on idle period. If the film cut oceul's 

between "UP'; periods, the film cut time is included as "UP time". 

9. CAIvtERA (Ch~- Check when a different camera is mounted. 

10. I)L~'YPE - Enter type of film running; 105, P16, 16,035, HCY, etc. 

11. COIvtMENTS - Moke a log entry at shift change, including any informotion 

from the previous shi ft (equipment down, CE not available unti I a 

certain time, etc.). Enter a comment whenever yau start plotting a 

different fi 1m or queue type. Note fi '1m cut requests that ore not 

fulfilled. For "SYS" entries involving software development, or "PM" 

entries, wri te the name of the person taking the machine. for "SYS" entries 

involving software trouble, and for "EM" entries, include what the 

problem is, and the name of the person you've notified. If the engineer 

is not on site or is not imrnediate'ly availab'le, make a separate entry 

showing when the engineer arrives. Include the number of the MTR 

you've written. When the machine is returned to service, include the 

name of the person returning the machine, what was done to correct the 

problem, and whether replots are being done. 

I 
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The fo~ lowing diagram is an .QQproximation of the FRBO Dai Iy Log used in the FR80 

machine area. Due to space limitations. the spacing in the diagram below is not 

to scale. 

DATE ___ TO __ _ 

FR8D 

# 

OPERATORS 

DAY 

SWING'---_____ _ 

OWl _______ _ 

FR80 DAllY LOG 

I BACKLOG I 
1 ======,,======1 
I TYPEI DAY I SWING! OWL I 
,1======,====1 
ICB I 1 I 1 
1----------·--1 
1105 I I I I 
1--------------1 
124XI I I I 
I-------·---------··_----! 
~ 1 6 I 1 I ,I 
l-----·------------I 
jp 16 I I I I 
1---------------1 
135 1 I 1 I 
1----------·-·----------------1 
lC-35 I 1 :1 I 
\------------------------1 
jC-P16! I I I 
1--·-------·-------1 
!HCY 1 I I I 
! -------_· __ .. _-----·---1 
ICHORSI I 1 I 
1------------\ 
I I I 1 I 

PAGE_OF_ 

I IIDLE!EM!PMISYS!UP! 

I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
\ I 
!DAY I 
1 I I I I I ! 
1---------------·--1 
1 I I I I I I 
I SWING i I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
1-----------·---1 
1 1 1 I 1 I I 
JOWL I :1 I I I I 
1-----------1 
I I I 1 I 1 I 
1 TOTAlj I I j I I 
I I I I I I 1 

COMMENTS 
lTIMEjUP!EM!PMjS II \F IC FILM 

I I I ! IY ID lIlA TYPE 

! I I I jS Il I L 1M 
I j I I I I ElM IE 

I I I I I I \e jR 
.1 ,I I I I I ju IA 

I I II I I I T I I 1 
1---------_··_---_·_----------_·_-----------_·_---. 
1---------------------------_·_-------------\ 
1-----------------------------------1 
1-----------------_·_------ I 
1----------------------------------) 
j------------------------------------1 
I --------·------1 
II 

1-------- I 
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1. TYPE. - Film type is entered here (FCB, 105, 35mm, etc.) 

2. TAPE No. OR CHORS - Enter number of Production tape, name of Data Only 

tape, or CHDRS. For CHDRS, a separate entry is made for each FR80 funning 

from CHORS. A new entry is made when you begin processing from a different 

pack, or after a film cut. 

3. MACH - Enter which machine the tape comes from (R, MFE, etc.) or "_" 

for CHaRS. 

4. DATE PLOTTED Enter date the tape or CHORS is started processing. 

5. TIME PLOTTED - Enter the time the tape or CHaRS is started processing, 

6. PACK No. - If you're running from CHORS, enter the pack number you're 

running from for this particular FR80. 

7. STARTING JOB No. - If you're running from CHaRS, enter the starting 

job number for this particular FRBD. 

B. ENDING JOB No. - If you"re running from CHaRS, enter the last job you 

plot for this particular FRBO. 

9. REPLOTS - If work has to be re-done, check this box. For CHORS, 

indicate 01 I pack and job numbers to be re-done in the "COMMENTS" 

section of this log. 

10. CLASSIFIED - If the work is above-PARD, check this box. 

11. COMMENTS - Anything that needs to be noted that is not covered by the 

rest of the log should be incltjded here, such as CHORS replot information. 

12. fR80 - Enter the number at the FRBO that the tape or CHORS is 

ploited on. 

13. OPER - Enter operator initials. 

NOVIE: All 105 and FCB tapes should be placed in the tape rack that is located 

below the tape drive of FR80 #1 once they have been logged in the appropriate 
log. AI I other tapes should be placed in the tape rack located at FRaD #4 once 

they have been appropriately logged in. I 
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FR80 PRODUCTION LOG 

1 TAPE NO·1 Mill 
1 or jAI DATE j TIME IPACKlsTARTINGIENDING I I jCOMMENTSI 

1 CHORS ICIPLOTTEDjPLOTTEDI No·IJOB NO. !JOB NO. IREPLOTSICLASSIFIEDI I 

\ I H\ 1 \ I I I I I I 
,I =======================-================1 

1--·---1-11·-----I----j---ll-------- :1-----1------- '1---------1---------1 
1----·---- :1-1-------1--------1----1·--··-----·-1----·--··--1-----.---- 1------·----·1---------1 
1------:1-]-----1---1--1------'1--,1-----1--------:1-------11 
1---·---1-1------1----··---1---·1----1------1 ---1-----1---------1 
1----1-:1----11------ ,1----1-·----1--·---1-----1------------1-·------- ---I 
\----- '1-1----1------1---1----1-----1---- 1---------1-·--·------1 
1------ :1-1------ :]------1---1------ ,1------1 ------1-----------1----- I 
1------- '\--1------1----1--1----'1---- '1----\---------'1-------:1 
1----]-'1------ '1--------1----]------- 1------ \-----]--------\-------1 
1-------]- :1------- ,1--·--·-····-·--- :1---1-----\------1--------\-··--·-----\----- I 
1--------1- '1------- '1------- :1-·----1--------1---------]------·---]-·-------·----1-------
1-----1-1------1-----1---1------1------1--------1-----------1--------
] -------1-]--------- ']-------1----1---------- 1---------1----1----------- '1-----------
1------- -1-----1------1----1-----------1------1-----·----1 ---------
]------.-- -1-------1------·--1-----]-------1------1------ :1----------1-----
\---------- --1--------1------1-- :1-------11 ---1-----:1----------11-------
1-·-------_·- -]------1---·-·--- '1------- '1------·-- '1-----1----·---1--------1--------
1------- -1------1-------1----1------- '1-----1------1--·------'1------
1------·----- -1- --·-----1-------1---- :1------·- 'I ------1-------1------------1·--·---------
1---------- -1----·---]--·-----]----·1-------1------ ,]------ ,1--------1------ ] 

IilIOTIE: Due to space I imitations, the two right-most columns of the above FR80 

PRODUCTION LOG example had to be omitted. They are for "FRSO" designator, and 
"OPER.; initials. 
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Discrepancy Slip 

Any time that you have trouble running a job or are unable to complete it, 

you must fill out a discl-epancy slip_ The white top copy goes to the user via 

his box number and the yellow second copy goes to User Services, Box E30. 

DISCREPANCY SUP 

DESCRIPTIOI\I 

BOX NUMBER : ______ / JOB TITLE: 

COMMENT 
QUEUE: ________ .. ___ ._ 

PACK/JOB: .--<-/ ___ _ 

DAlE: 

T I ME: ___ . ________ _ 

CLASSIFICATION: ____ _ 

MACHINE : ____ _ 

OPERATORS INITIALS: 

BOX: 

Box number of the output being processed. 

JOB TITLE: 

The job t i tl e t hat i s be 8i de (0 r aft e 1- the box 11 umbe r) 

QUEUE: 

The type of output; FCB, HSP,105, Hey, P16, etc 

PACK/JOB: 

The pack and job number in error. (If it's tape, 

put tape number and mach i ne letter.) 

DATE: 

line out "PACK" and 

The date from the CHORS pack lis t . Beside it, In parentheses, w rite 

the clock time and date the error occurred. 

TIME: 
The time from the CHORS pack list. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

The classi ficaiion taken from CHORS list. 
MACHINE: 

in 

The machine from the SEND column from CHORSlist. Beside it, include the 

number of the FR80 that was used. 

OPERATORS INITIALS: 

The initials of the operator writing the discrepancy slip. 

COMMENT: 

What caused the job to be incomplete (DLM, disk parity error, etc.) 
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This form is used to report equipment mal functions. None of the FR80 

equipment should have trouble maintenance performed on it without an MTR being 

submitted by the operator. When a piece of equipment malfunctions, note the 

problem in the FR8D Dai Iy Log and include the number of the MTR. For an example 

illustration of an MTR, see the next page. 

The form is in triplicate, sequentia'lly numbered. and requires the following 

information to be fi lied in by the operator. 

1. MACHINE -- En ter FRBO mach i ne number. 

2. TROUBLE: .NEW or RECURRING - Review FR80 Dai Iy Log to ascertain whether 

the problem is a recurring problem. 

,3. OPERATOR - Enter first initial and last name. 

4. TROUBLE SYMP"T:Q.MS - Pr'ovide a thorough description. 

5. REP6.liLCALL PLACED: 

DATE and TIME 

TO 

Self explanatory. 

Enter name of service person. 

If a call 18 nat made (i.e. production can continue without ttle 

malfunctioning equipment), cross out the word "REPAIR" and write in "no", then 

write the date und time, If "NO CALL PL.ACEO", there will be no entry for 

"TO 

Once you've completed these steps, remove the whi te top copy and put i l in 

Bob Anderson's mai I box. Attach the rest of the form to the mat functioning piece 

of equipment. 

When the service person arrives. write the date and time of arrival on the 

form on the equipment. Also moke note of his arrival in the FR80 Daily Log. 

When the machine is fixed. make sure the service person completes his portion of 
the form. Put the completed torm In Bob Anderson's box. Record in the FR80 

Doi Iy Log that the equipment is back In service and what was done to repair the 

equipment. 

I 
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S i (j'ri'dcir d Opel- a tl'ng , Pr DC 8 dur e s 

LIVERMORE 

I_ABORATORY 

MAC H I NET R 0 U B L ERE P 0 R T 

MACHINE: TROUBLE: [ ] 

TROUl3l. E SYMPTOMS: 

IREPAIR CALL PLACED: DATE: 

ISERVICEMAN'S ARRIVAL DATE: 
IREPAIR COMPLETED: DATE: 

I 

NO. 

NEW [ J RECURRING OPERATOR : ___ _ 

TIME: __ [ JAM [ JPM 

TIME' __ [ JAM [ JPI,1 

TIME: __ J JAM [ ]PM 

TO: ----
TOTAL DOWN TIME] 

peripheral_,_1 

system _'_ hrsl 

I TROUBL.E SOL.UTIONS:,." ... , .. " ... , . , . , , ... , ... ' ... , ... , ............ , ... , .. . 

I· " ............... " ................. ' , ..................... , ......... , , .. . 
I· ... _ ... , .. , . , ...... , ....... , .... , ...... , ....................... , ........ . 
I· .. , .............. " ......... , ., ............................. , ............ . 

Example of an MTR 
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"Stannard Op'erating Procedures 

1. Not i f Y 8 up e r vis 0 r or I e ado per 0 tor before c a II i n g customer eng i nee r . 

2. Call number of first engineer on thel ist posted inside the FR80 room. 

3. If horne phone is answered by anyone, relay message concerning problem. The 

engineer is now considered as having been notified. Make an entry into the 

FR80 Dai Iy Lag concerning who was notified, when called, and message given 

by answering party (i.e., when engineer will be in, confirmation that the 

message will be passed 011 to engl neer, etc.). 

4. If no one answers horne phone, clia,1 123. Wait for dial tone, then dial 132. 

This number wi I I activate the engineer's pager. Keep the phone 1 ine open 

for approximately 30 seconds to insure pager has been activated. The FRBO 

operator won't hear a beep, even though the pager has been activated. 

5. The engineer will respond to pager by calling in on extension 2-4290. 

KEEP THIS LINE AVAILABL1J.. 

6. If the engineer doesn't respond wi thin 15--25 minutes, again coil his horne 

phone. If no answer, retry the pager' agaIn. 

7. Repeat #6 for two hours or unHI the engineer has been notified. If unable 

to contact him after trying for two hours, phone next engineer on list. 

8. Wh e nth e t e c h n i ci a n a r r i ve s, you rn u s t s t a yin the are a wit h him 

when he is workIng on equipment. Necessary absences should be kept 

as short as possib.le. This is extremelyimportont because if something 

happens and the techn i c i an gets an e I ec t r i cal shock, you w ill be 

respons,jble for helping him and for call ing the Emergency number 

(2-733:5). If the technician objects to call Il1g the emergency 

nurnber, leave the room and make the coil anyway. TJiIS.l.UAB .. POLICY1. 
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Shift Change Procedures 

Beginning of Shift 

When you ore assigned to the FR80, there are things to be done when you are 

taking over trom the previous shift, The order I isted below is not necessarily 

the order in which you must do these tasks, as lang as you complete them all. 

1) Accept verbal information provided by previous shift. 

2) Fill out each of the machine Daily Logs, according to the procedure 

described in this manual. 

3) Check the FR80 status Board for any new information. 

4) Acquaint yourself with the ADM31 display and the status of CHORS. 

5) Read back through the Dai Iy Logs and note any information recorded that 

may not have been passed on verbally. 

6) If your shift pol icy assigns the FR80 operator this duty, get backlog 

information and update the I/O Status Display on the TMDS. 

End of Shift 

These are tasks that must be done to insure a graceful shi ft change. 

1) Have your Information together on any problem or status changes that 

occurred during your shift. Report this to your supervisor or lead 

operator, as well as to the operator who rei leves you. 

2) For each mach i ne, to 1 I Y the toto 1 number 0 f hou rs on the 00 i I Y Logs. 

3) Make sure your Daily log and Production Log entries are all current and 

accurate. 

4) Leave your work area clean. This includes making supplies available when 

5) 

6) 

they are low (like teletype paper and blank logs), getting rid of garbage, 

and maki ng sure processed or bad tapes are returned to the vaul t by the 

support operator. 

If you have to turn replots over to the flex t sh if t : 

a) Locate and log the pack and job numbers to be replotted, in the FR80 

Production Log. Don't leave this duty for the next operator! 

b) Not i fy the next operator that you hove made the replot entries. 

c) Note in the FR80 Do i I Y l.og that replots are being done ond why. 
Th Is covers you if there's a question on the next sh if t. 

Be considerate .Q1 0 t he r o~erators. 
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Updating the I/O Status Display 

The purpose of updating the I/O Status Display is to update the user 

community on the status of the FeB, 105mm, AN, GR fi les, and system or camera 

problems. lhis is done normally on the teletype in the FR80 that is beneath the 

TMOS. The I/O Status Display should be updated according to the pol icles of your 

shift, using a utility routine called "BACKLOG". 

Before you update the I/O Status Display, run the LOG routine on the ADM for 

each fi Ie type (105. FeB, GR, and AN), or get a I isting for each pack. Yau wi 11 

need the time and date for each type for the next job to be processed. 

1) Go to the teletype beneath the TMOS. Make sure the teletype is 

powered on and onl i ne, and that the TMDS Is on. 

2) If the TMDS is not displaying the I/O Status Display, type: 
V 1637 .. 

3) Log into the CRAY-C (preferably) or CRAY-D. Type: 

C userno 999998 A 102S0P 

OR (999954) OIRI (B,C,D,E) 102S0P 

Oil! (999990) 

where c 
user no 

999998 

A 

102S0P 

the CRAY machine letter. 

your six digit user number 
one of the three production accounts; 

use whichever of the three is available 

one of the six suffixes; 

use whichever of the six is avai lable 

A standard you must use 

If you get "on TTY xxx", lAse a different production account and retype your 

log-on line. If you get anything but "nil" when you log in, choose another 

suffix by typing CTRL-E L. where "L" is the new suffix letter. 

Continued on next page ----~ 
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4) Start the routine BACKLOG. Type: 
BACKLOG I t v 

The program wi I 1 prompt: 
FR80-105 

At this point', enter the following information: 

DATE! TIMEt TIME2 DATE'2 

where: DATE! (format = mm/dd/yy) 
The date of the next job to be processed by 

CHORS for this queue type 

TIMEt (format = hh: mm) 

The time of the next job to be processed by 

CHORS for th i s queue type 

TIME2 (format = hh:mm) 

The time the output wi II be made avai lable to the user 

DATE2 (format = mm/dd/yy) 
The date the output wi II be made avai lable to the user 

Initially. the only information that needs to be typed is DATE1 and TIMEt. 

The other two will be filled in by the ~Irogram with the current machine date and 

time. Allowing the program to fill in the DATE2 and TIME2 is fine for the 

printers when there is no backlog. When there is a backlog on the printers, you 

must enter an estimate. When you estimate the DATE2 and fIME2 for FR8D, remember 

that the film won't be available until the film is cut and processed. To 

estimate when the FR80 output you're processing now wi II be ready. take the time 

of the next cut and add an hour and 30 minutes. 

So, if you're processing a job with a time of 13:30 and your next cllt is at 

14:45, add an hour and 30 minutes to 14:45. The job should be available at 

16; 15. 

Continued on next page -----~ 
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5) After you've completed the I ine for FRBO-105. the other prompts wi II be: 

FR80-FeB 
NIPS HSP 
NIPS GRAPHICS: 
MESG-1 : 

MESG-2: 

"MESG-2:" is not actually available. It's just there. For "MESG-I:" enter 

a message oi 80 characters or less, indicating CHORS or specific I/O equipment 

status. 

If you're in doubt about the format of any of these messages, type "HELP" to get 

assistance. 

There are several options available to the user to make updating easier. To 

skip over any line that doesn't need a change, hit the return key when the prompt 

appears and the line will remain unchanged. To change a portion of a line, type 

an "x" where you would normally retype the data. 

E.xample: FRBO-105 x 12: 30 x x 

--- OR ---
FRBO-FeB 12/13/80 x 

NOTE: In the two above examples, the "12:30" and the "12/13/80" represent 
changes. The "X"8 represent information that did not get changed. 
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This section covers what DEBUG is; what FeB, Load and Go and Data Only are; 
and how to run FCB, Load and Go, Dala Only, and test tapes. 

Debug 

Debug is the highest memory address in a machine. It is the basic control 
program for fi Ie management. Debug is used to load program fi les from the disc 
and to start programs in execution. It can also be used to modify programs or to 
write fi les onto the disc. 

You con return to Debug from any system by simultaneously holding down the 
control key (CTRL) and t.heletter "0" at the FR80 console teletype. This makes 
it possible to access the disc and load the program you want to run from. 

When running from the FeB program it is not necessary to type CTRL-O (Debug) 
for eoch successive series of FCB files (CHORS or tapes). Just enter the date, 
at the start of a run, and label each time you begin processing from a new pack 
or when processing output tapes. 

When running from the Load and Go program, it is necessary to type CTRL-O 
(Debug) for each SLJCCeSS i ve ser i es of f i I es (CHORS to tapes) and when ever you 
have to restore after an FR8D has: 1) been aborted by the operator, or 2) stopped 
or been aborted by the CHORS system (usually due to an error condition). 

There are other steps that need to be taken when an FRBO has been aborted or 
halted for an error condition. Refer to "FRaD: Program Errors, System ~ 
Responses, and Trouble Situations" for the handling of these situations. 

If CTRL-D (Debug) is not typed after any of the above mentioned conditions, 
and the operator inadvertent ly types the command "GO/rt" I the parameters and I .0. 
(Box #) that was held in memory will be set and plotted Of! the next fiche being 
run. This causes one user to receive incorrect output (fiche), and another user 
to receive no output at 01 I. This also causes unnecessary problems for systems 
personnel, who will be looking for a problem generated by a user or the system, 
when it was simply that the .operator did not type CTRL-D, but GO/rt instead. 
This is a very serious error and should never be done. 

NOTE: At times, depending on where the system has stopped in memory, Debug cannot 
be reached by typing CTRL-D. Then you should press STOP and RESET simul taneously 
and then the READ-IN key at the FR80 console. 
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The CB (compressed block) program is located in the MON directory. The data 

Is plotted on 105mm size fi 1m. FCB microfiche contain alpha-numerics which are 

formatted into text or reports requested by the user. The C8 program does not 

load parameters or search for program 

of data from memory to the microfiche. 

hand'iing of Load and Go program files 

instruction and sets parameters. 

Loading FeB from Disc System 

1) Type: CTRL-D (debug) 

2) Te I etype response: "DEBUG 

load instructions. It is simply a transfer 

This process is the opposite of the 

which searches for the program load 

I fi t doesn't respond, s i rnu I taneous I y press STOP Gnd RESET, 

then press READ-IN on the console. 

3) ·ro load the CB pl-ograrn, type: CB esc J. 

It the teletype beeps, retype CB esc J. If the teletype 

beeps again, type: MON;CB esc J. 

4) Teletype responds: "MONITOR. At this point, go tc FCB Run Procedures. 

Loading FCB from Tape System 

1) Mount the System Reload Tope for the FRSO you are using. Dial "READ IN MODE" 

to MT. Dial the tape drive select switch to 3 and all others to 2. 

Put data awi teh 17 and address swi tch 12 up. 

2) Simul taneoualy press STOP and RESET, then press READ-IN on the console. 

"HANG A TAPE" wi II appear on ihe display screen. Dial the System 

Reload tope drive to 1. 

3) Teletype responds: 7-trock 800 bpi 

Jan 6 1981 FR#3 System Reload Tape 

4) Type: LMON;CBrt. The tape wi II load the CB program automatically 

5) Teletype responds: *MONITOR. At this point. go to FCB Run Procedures. 
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FeB Run Procedures (CHORS or tape) 

1) Date the film at each film cut and when reloading the program (for 

troubleshooting purposes). This is done by typing: da/mm/dd/yy hhrt. 

where dal is date, mml is month, ddl is day, yy is year (followed by 
two spaces), hh is hour, and rt is the return key. 

2) Te I etype responds: *OK 

3) If you are processing a tape, go to step 4. If you are processing 

CHORS f i I es, go to the ADM31 and type: I_jL£.~.§., where # is the number 

of the FR8D you wi 1 I be processing on. 

4) Enter 0 label. The label can't exceed six characters in length. 

For CHORS, type: LAIFPPJJ, where LAI is label, F is 

the number of the FR80 (1,2,.3, or 4), PP is the CHORS pack 

number, and JJ is the starting job number The pack number 

Ql. the job number can be three characters, as long as the entire 

label doesn't exceed six characters. The FRBO wi 11 cut off any 

characters beyond the first six. You get the pack and job numbers 
from the ADM.31 when you start CHORS. 

For tape, type: LA/TFWXXX, where l.al is the label, 

T indicates processing is from a tape, 

F is the number of the FR80 (1,2,3, or 4). 
Tf is the worker computer letter (R,S,U, or M[MFE]), and 

XXX is the tape number. 

5) Teletype responds: "OK 

6) For FRBOs 1,2, and 4, dial the tape drive 

be process i ng from to 1, a II others to 2. 
drive Select Switch is always the farthest 

Se I e c t Sw i t c h . 

Select Switch you'll 

The CHORS tape 

right-hand tape drive 

For FR80 3, tapes are processed by dialing the tape drive 

Select Switch to 1, cmd the toggle switch beside the tape drive 

Select Switch to "TAPES", CHORS is processed by setting the tape 

drive Select Switch to 2. and the toggle switch to "CHORS". 

7) At the FR80 teletype, type: GO/rt. 

8) The teletype wi II respond wi th each J (lb' s box number and security I eve I 
numbe r as i t starts plotting. At the end of each tape or se r i es of 
CHORS f i I es, a total frame and page count wi II be given. Refer to the 
examp I e that fa I lows. 

Continued on next page -----4 
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------------------------------
LABEL /354000 .. OK 

DATE/02/24/83 07 .. 0K 
GO/ 

1: 41.5" FRAME 0 
BOX A50 2 
BOX A50 2 
BOX ABO 2 
BOX AB5 2 
BOX AB5 2 
BOX C4B 2 
BOX A43 2 
BOX ABO 2 
BOX G27 2 
BOX B61 2 
BOX 861 2 
BOX A60 2 
BOX A10 2 

57'37.9" FRAME 36 PAGE 8197 
.. END Or- FILE 

._-----------------------------
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9) For each additional tape or series of CHORS files, enter only the label 

and then type: GO/rt. It isn't necessary to go into debug. 

FCB Test Procedures 

Run a test just before every fi 1m cut. The FCB test is used both for FCB 

work and 105 Load and Go work. If you were previously running 105mm at the time 

of the cut, you must load in the FCB program to run the test. 

1) Enter the date. 

2) Label the test as follows: LA/FR#N U, where LA/ is the label, 

FR# is constant, N is FR80 number tollowed by one space, 

and U is the tape drive letter. 

3) Dial the tape drive the test is on to 1, all others to 2. 

4) Type: GO/rt. 

If a "tape error" is encountered whi Ie running an FeB test tape, run a I 
different test tape(s) on the same tape drive unti lone test completes without 

any tope errors. Run the original test tape on a different FR8D using the "no 

film" option. If it runs okay on a different FR80, write an MTR on the tape 

drive that caused the tape errors, and make appropriate log entries. If it fails 

on a different FR80, attach the teletype listing of the tape that has the error 

to the test tape(s), and leave for the Day Shi ft FR80/CHORS coordinator, EE 

technician, or the senior technologist. 
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The load and Go program wi! I 1) search for the desired program load 

instructions asked for by the toad and Go output job, 2) automatically set any 

desired parameter changes made by the user, and 3) plot the job. This process 

will continue for all user jobs on the output tape or queue until all data is 

plotted and the end of the tape or queue is reached, or the FR80 is stopped. 

Load and Go file types include 35mm, P16mm, 16mm, HCY, HFB, 105mm, 24X, Color 35, 
and Color P16. 

Loading Load and Go From Disc System 

1) Type: CTRl-D (debug) 

2) Teletype Responds: *DEBUG. If it doesn't respond, simul taneously 

press STOP and RESET, then press READ,-IN on the console. 

3) Type: SYS EO~. If the teletype beeps, retype SYS esc J. 

If the teletype beeps again, type: MON;SYS esc_..l. 

4) Teletype responds: -MONITOR 

At this point, go to the load and Go Run Procedures. 

Loading Load and Go from Tape System 

1) Dial READ-IN mode to "MT" , 

2) Mount the Load and Go Programs tape and dial this tape /drive to 3. 

This tape wit I be left mounted and dialed to 3 as long as you 

are running load and Go from the tape system. 

3) On the console simul taneously press STOP and RESET, then READ-IN. 

4) Teletype responds: #MONITOR 

At this point, go to the load and Go Run Procedures. 

NOTE: The tape system is significantly slower for Load and Go fi Ie types because 

each time a new job comes up, the programs tape must be rewound by the system and 

then searched forward for the correct program, where as disc has more direct 

access. 
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1) For processing tapes: mount the production tape and dial the tape 

drive select switch to 1. Unless you are using the programs tape, 

which is dialed to 3, 01 lather tape drives should be dialed to 2. 

For processing CHORS: go to the ADM31 and type: F # QQQ, where # is 

the FR80 you wil I be processing on. and QQQ wi I I be the Load and Go 

queue type you wi II he processing. This wi II normally be 105. 

Next. go to the FR80 you will be processing on and dial the 

farthest right-hand tape drive select switch to 1 This will access 

CHaRS. Unless you are using the programs tape, which is dialed to 3, 
all other tape drives should be dialed to 2. 

2) At the FR80 teletype, type: GO/rt. 

3) The teletype wi II respond with the character "L" plus some number 

1,2,3,5,6, or 7, generally followed by one or more " .. OK" 

cornments. Next, it w1,11 list the box and level number. At the end 

of each tape or series of CHORS fi les, a total frame and page count 

will be g1ven. Refer to the "following example. Refer to 

"Load and Go Program Descript1on" for more explanation. 

"MONITOR 
GO/ 
L1 .. 0K 

.. OK 

.. OK 

.. OK 

.. OK 

"OK 
"OK 

BOX A1B LEVEL 2 

48.8" FRAME 0 
L 1 .. OK 

"OK 
.. OK 
.. OK 
.. OK 
.. OK 

"OK 

80X 849 LEVEL 2 

PAGE 24 

42.8" FRAME 0 PAGE 94 
TOTAL FRAMES=2 TOTAL PICTURES=120 

"END OF FILE 

Continued on next page -----4 
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4) For each additional tape or series of CHORS fi,ies, repeat the procedure 
starting with "Loading Load and Go from Disc System" or 

"Load and Go from Tape System", depending on which system you are using. 

Frequently you will receive topes from the National Magnetic Fusion Energy 

Computer Center (NMFECC). These tapes should be logged in at the appropriate 

production log(s); 105, FCB, or FR80 #4 log (for all types other than 105 & FeB). 
and placed in the appropriate tape racks. These tapes will also be accompanied 

by an RJET I isting. After the tape has been processed. the teletype I isting is 

stapled to the RJET listing to be collected by the photo technician when the film 

eLi tis made. 

Run procedures for these tapes are the same as any other Load and Go or FeB 
type. Once the tape has been processed it should be placed on the tape cart that 

is located next to the ADM-·31. The support operator wi II take the tape to the 

Tape Vault. 
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Parameters can be changed by the operator when requested by a user. This 

request should be via a Work Order Sheet, on which the changes desired will be 

written. 

To make the change(s): 

1) Type: ~TRL-.Q ("Debug) 

2) Type: SYS~ 

3) System response: "MONITOR 

4) Put data switch 5 in the UP position. 

5) Type: G/rt (The system wi II load the program and parameter requested 

by the user. The user's Box # and I.D. wi I I be typed out.) 

6) System response:~MONlrOR "REV" 4.0805 

7) Type in the parameter change requested by the user. 

_~~ample: If the work order sheet requested rotation to be 

changed to "1", type' RO/(machine wi II finish word) 1rt. 

Once the change has been accepted, the system wi II type back "", OK." 

8) Type: G/rt 

Once the job has completed, the system will load ill the next job"s 

program alld pOI"ameter changes, and then type out ""MONITOR". 

9) Rewind and unload the tape. 

10) Put swl tch 5 DOWN, 

11) Type: CTRL-D 

SY~.2.£.....:1. 

and continue normal processing. 



Load and Go Program Description 

Below is a job from a Load and Go run: 

"DEBUG 

*MONITOR 

GOl 
L 1 "OK 

"OK 

"OK 
"OK 

105rnm program 

105mm program 

105mm program 

not used 

35mm and P16mm program 

35mm and P16mm program 

16mm program 
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.. OK 

L 1 

L2 

L.3 
L4 

L5 

L6 

L7 
H5 Hardcopy program (Hey and HFB) 

C5 Color program 

BOX T59 LEVEL 1 

34.0" FRAME 0 PAGE 33 

" .. OK" indicates that a parameter change requested by the user is val id and 

accepted by the system. Some other comments may be listed among the "OK 

parameter changes. Unless stated otherwise, QQ. nothing about these comments, as 

they do not require operator intervention. 

"VOID 

The parameter change requested is invalid, therefore it was ignored by the 

system. 

FORMAT ERROR 

The parameters entered after the slash by the user are not appropriate for the 

command. 

TOO BIG 

The parameter change entered by the user requires an image size ICirger than the 

aperture of the camera. 

TITLE ERROR 

The format of the ti tl ing information is illegal. This error !II.QY stop the FR80. 

If it does stop the FR80, refer to "Error Handl ing Procedures" for instructions. 

UN.KNOWN CONTROL 

The FR80 interprets this to mean "one space before printing". This er-ror .ffi.Q..i. 

stop the FR80, or a list of unknown control messages may be printed out. If one 

of these problems arises, r'efer to "Error Handl ing Procedures" for instructions. 
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The Color Tests are only available from the disc system. They cannot be run 

if the disc is down. The programs are not available on System tope. Run a Color 

Test at the beginning and end of a Color run. To run a Color test: 

1) Mount the Color Test tape. 

2) Type: PRL-D (debug). 

3) Teletype responds: *DEBUG 

If it doesn't respond, simultaneously press STOP and RESE1, then 

press READ-iN on console. 

4) For C16, type: 16CQLOf( es£.~ 
For C35, type: 35COLOR esc J 

5) Te I etype responds: "MONITOR 

6) Type: GO/rt 

7) At the end of the test, clear the camera the appropriate number of times. 

fi!IOTIE: Both Color Tests (C35 and C16) reside on the same test tape. 

Load and Go Test Procedures for Black and White 

All block and white Load and Go tests are only available from tapes. To run 

a black and white Load and Go test, choose and mount the appropriate test tape 

(each is labeled as to type), and use the L.oad and Go run procedures to run the 

tope. At the end of the test, clear the camera the appropriate number of times. 

I 
I 

I 
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Data Only tapes are submitted by users with special information on them to 

be plotted. There are NO parameters or program loads on the tapes; these are ALL 

suppl ied by the user on a special FR80 Work Order Sheet, and entered into the 

machine by the FR80 operator. 

Verification of Work Order Sheet 

1. If the Work Order Sheet is not correctly, or completely filled out, 

attach a note to the Work Order Sheet, and, together wi th the tape, 

send all the material back to the tape libraricln_ 

2. Titling information may be supplied by the user on the Work Orrier SheeL 

3. Make sure that the tape name on the reel matches the tape name listed 

on the Work Order Sheet. 

4. Check classification level of the tape to insure proper handling 

procedures. 

5. After the tape has been processed, the second copy of the Work Order 

Sheet will be put in the appropriate folder with the teletype 

listing, and the original copy of the Work Order Sheet will go to the 

photo lab wi th the exposed fi 1m. 

!NOTtE: Occasionally you may receive tapes with work order sheets attached that 

don't requ ire the usage of the data on I y system tape. These tapes are p I at ted In 

the same manner as any production tape that you would normally plot using the 

program(s) that reside on the disc system. 



FR80 Work Order Sheet 
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These Work Order Sheets are used to make special requests to the FR8D 

operator to pi at tapes not wr i t ten by the User---1 program_ The tapes submi Hed 

tor plotting in this manner wi I I be entered into normal production channels at 

the tape vault 1 ibrarion's deck. The tape I ibrarian wi I I make blank FRBD Work 

Order Sheets avai lable to the user (requester), but wi II not fill them out. The 

user MUST fill out the form completely and in duplicate. The tape librarian will 

fill out the required Materials Accountability Form, and deliver the tape(s) and 

FR8D Work Order Sheet to the support operator, who, in turn, wi II del iver them to 

the FR8D facility. 

After the tapes have been plotted, the original Work Order Sheet is I 
collected by the photo technician when picking up the exposed film for 

developing. The support operator then returns the tape to the Tape Librarian_ 

The original Work Order Sheet and the output are sent to the user's output box_ 

A copy of the Work Order and teletype listing will be kept at the FR80 foci lity_ 

FR80 is no longer able to provide titling on output, because the FR8D 

systems have been standardized t.o run from disc. If titling is needed it must 

be provided by the user. 

Refer to the next page for an explanation of what information goes on a Work 

Order sheet_ 



There are four sections to the FR80 Work Order Sheet: 
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Rlin PrOCedlJreS 

(1) User information (2) Camera (3) System to Use (4) Parameter Changes 

( 1 ) 

(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6 ) 

User Information 

User name and phone extension -- sel t explanatory. 

Tape namelli - enter names of Qll tapes to be plotted. 

~.§..Ii§.§. -. Encircle "series" if topes need to be run in sequential order. 

Box_ . .rlum~r:. _. Enter user's printout distribution slot number. 

self explanatory. 

Classification - Encircle the appropriate security c'lassification. 

Camera 

Film Type: 105 mm - check applicable description. 

System to Use 

Check one: 

LOAD Gnd GO - Output produced by Frog Gnd Fichout routines, ____ ,.,_ 

RAD (HSF' RETRIEVE) ___ ._. __ 
CB (COMPRESSED BLOCK) __ _ 

DATA ONLY 

NAME OF SPECIAL. PROGRAM TO USE; MUST BE SUPPLIED BY USER: 

Parameter Changes To Be Made To A Program 

(User would enter command and changes) 

Date Plotted 

Self Explanatory - operator entry. 

Comment(s) If Trouble 

Operator indicates any problems running the Job. 

On the following page is a sample of an FR80 Worker Order' Sheet. 
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The diagram below is of the FRBO Work Order Sheet. Due to space I imi tations, 
this illustration IS not to true scale, nor are things exactly as you will find 
them on the "real thing". However, this picture will give you an idea what it 
looks like. 

Please fi II out this form correctly. If not completed correctly, the 

operator is not obliged to plot your work. Titling information is to be 

on filmby the user_ 
put! 

USER NAME EXT _ --.. ------------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TAPE NAMES(S) ---------------------------- SERIES 
BOX NUMBER ---------------------- DATE SUBMITTED -----
CLASSIFICATION (CIRCLE ONE): UNCL 
CiIWIERA (CHECK IF APPROPRIATE): 

105MM 
35MM XEROX ----

PARD OUO eRD SRD I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

P16MM 
Hey 

COLOR 
(PERFORATED 16MM FOR MOVIES) 
ROLL -.. ----------- CAR-fRIDGE ---------

I 
I 
I 

SYSTEIIII TiO USE (CHECI< ONE): 

RAD 
(FROG, FICHOUT) 
(HSP RETRIEVE ) 

CB (HSP RETRIEVE ) 

LOAO-'-AND-GO 

1 • -------- / 

2. I 
3.------- / 
4. ---.-------.-- / 
5.--·-------.. / 
6.-------- / 

DATA ONLY 

CHANGE 

PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM IN DUPLICATE. 
LL4930 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NAME OF SPECIAL PROGRAM TO USE l 
MUST BE SUPPLIED BY USER ---- I 

DATIE: PLOTTED 

1 
I 
I 
I 
! 

--... ----------------- I 
COMMENT(S) IF TROUBLE I 
-----.------.----- I 
----------------.--------- I 
--------.--.--.---.-- I 
-------------.---- I 

1 
j 

I 



Run Procedures for Data Only Tapes 

Loading the Program 

1. Dial Read-in mode to MT 

(programs on disc are unreliable -- don't use them) 
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2. Make sure that the correct camera is mounted for the program requested. 

3. Dial the Data Only Programs tape drive to 3, and simu'ltaneously press 

Stop and Reset, then Read-in on console. 

4. To load a special program, type: lOAD/"#"rt (where ,,#* program name). 

Teletype responds: *MONITOR 

5. Parameter changes, when specl fied, must be entered by the operator. 

Th is is done by typ i ng the first three (3) let ters of the command 

followed by a slash (I), followed by the change exactly as specified. 

Press the return key. 

If "I ist" is found in the "Data Only" space of the Work Order Sheet, 

simultaneously press Shift and "?" keys to produce a listing of 

parameters. This should be sent up to the tape I ibrarian with the 

user's copy (original) of the Work Order Sheet. 

6. After the program parameter changes have been entered, clear the 

camera as follows: 

35mm and C35mm 

P16, CP16, and 16mm 

clear 

2 clears 

105mm 
Hey 

clears 

c'l ear s 

7. Tape(s) MUST BE RUN IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER! Do NOT change any 

parameters unti I .finish~ .. d with_ series. 

8, Mount and dial user's tape drive to 1, all others to 2 (except 

for the programs tape drive, which remains 3.) 

At this point. you can unload the program tape. 

9. Type: GO/rt for the FIRST tape in a ser-ies. Type: CONTlNUE/rt 

each additional tape. For a single tape, type: S?QLrt. 

10. Type; END JOB/rt at the end of the series of tapes for the 105mm 

camera. If there are other jobs for the fi 1m type being run, 

go back to step #4. If there are no more jobs for the film type 

being run, clear the camera as specified in step #6. 
NOTE: For an example of how to do steps 3-10, see the next page. 

11. The user's tape is to be sent to the tape vault after processing. 

I 

I 
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"MONITOR 

TAPE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 

RAD 
C8 
Fiche 7-track print 
B Fiche 7-track print 
16 7--track pr i nt 
B 16 7-track print 
8i II Cook 16 print 
Open order (DPS) 
TID correlation index 
SOg/report 
PER--10 (16) 
F PER-10 (Fiche) 
ME index 16 (DPS) 
Title B Fiche dlsplayer 
FR80 displayer 

LOAD/FICHE T-TRACK PRINT 
.. MONITOR 

At the console do a RESET/STOP 
then press READ IN in MT mode. 
Type: LOAD/FIert 

TAPE TYPE .- 2. S OR 8/S .. 0K 
FIXED BLOCKING/700 .. 0K 
LINE SIZE/140 .. 0K 

GO/ 

14:24'34,8" FRAME 0 

11'3.7" FRAME 5 PAGE 1473 
"END OF FILE 

REWIND/"OK 
CONTINUE/ 

21'4B.3" FRAME 5 PAGE 1473 

29'32.5" FRAME 9 PAGE 2521 
"END OF FILE 

REWIND/*OK 
END JOB/"OK 

Now looking on the Work Order Sheetl 
we set the parameters as the user I 
has instructed us (EXACTLf). 

Go/rt 

At the end of the 1 OF 2 ZZ255 , 
type: REWIND/rt to rewind the 
tape that is dialed to 1. Then 
sw i t c h tho t IJ nit to 2 and d i a I the 

2 of 2 ZZ255 to 1 and type: 
CONTINUE! r t. 

At the end of the second tape, 
type: REWIND/rt to rewind the 
tape. Type: END JOB/rt to 
complete the fiche and clear the 
buffer. (THIS IS ONLY DONE WHEN 
PLOTTING 105MM FILM SIZE DATA ONLY 
TAPES. ) 

Example of Data Only 105mm output tape. 



Berkeley Hardcopy/HFB Tapes (Disc System only) 
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Run·Procedures 

On occasion, you may receive HCY/HFB tapes from the Berkeley lab that need 

to be plotted. Along with the tape will be a worker order giving instructions in 

regard to parameter changes and other user requests. To plot these tapes, follow 

the instructions below. 

1. Type: P131:::-J2 

2. reletype I'esponds: ,.DEBUG 

3. If it does not respond, simultaneously press Stop and Reset, then 

press Read-in. 

4. Type: HARD esc J 

5. Te I etype responds' "MONITOR 

6. It "'list" is found in the Data Only space on the Work Order Sheet, 

simultaneously press the Shif'! and? key to produce a listing of 

parameters avai loble under the proglan HARD 

7. Parameter changes, when speci fied, MUST be entered by the operator: 

type the first three Jetters of the commond followed by a slosh (l), 
then type the change EXACTLY as specified, then press the Return Key, 

8. Dial User Output Tape to 1, 01 ,I others to 2. 

9. Type; GO/rt. 

10. If tapes al-e a series, run 1r1 sequential order. Do not change parameters 

or read the program In from disc unti I the series is finished. 

'11. After the last tape has been p'lotted, notify the photo technician 

tilat you are ready for a fi 1m cut. Don't clear the camero. The photo 

technicion wi lido this. 

IPllOTE: If at any time the green READY light goes out or the camera 

stops plottirlg, first check the footoge gouge - tile camero may be 

out of fi 1m. If this is the case, press S10P tilen STARr to revive trle 

teletypes. Cal I a photo technicion to reload the camera with film. 

If the camera is not out of fi 1m, before taking allY other steps call a 

photo technician. 

12. Replot the last tape, or, if it is an extremely long tape, rewind it 

sufficiently to allow tor processing e)cposure. 



TROUBLESHOOTING 
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EXPLANATION OF ERROR RECOVERY COMMANDS 

The fol lowing commands are used via the teletype to recover fren'l most 

software errors that cause the system to hal t. 

AD Overlay 

The AD overlay, if properly used, can be a valuable tool in CHORS problem 

solving. Of special interest to the FR80 operator is Option' 2. NOTE: Option 2 

wi I I set missing TCUPGO. 

Option 2 - Set TCU PGO 

If the FR80 should stop in mid-job, and all lights are in a fixed pos,ition, check 

to see if the FRBO has stopped TCUPGO. Th 1 s can be ver if i ed by checki ng the FRBO 

T-CUP, which is located to the left of the MODCOMP CPU. Set fCUP number switch 

to the FRBO number in question, and check the following: 

Forward Tape Control lights: 

TCUPGO light 

NoNextBuf 'I ight 

Out. of Data light 

10011 

0 
0 

0 

(on, off, off, on, 

(0 f f) 
(of f) 
(off) 

or) 

If all the above light configurations are met, then call in the AD Over..lay at the 

ADM31 , and follow the ADM31 instructions, The AD Overlay is called in by typing 

on the ADM31 the following instructions: 

(CTRL-E)ADrt When AD options are I isted on the ADM31 , 

type: 2, then follow the above instructions. 

Upon completion of use, remember to type END to terminate the' AD Overlay, and 

release the overlay area for general use, 

ADVANCE / (n) 

Command is AQV/Nrt. Machine wi II finish word, Camera wi II advance the film "n" 

frames. "N" = number of frames to advance the film. If the "N" option IS 

omitted. thenN=l. 

., 



BACK/rt 
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Command is BA!rt. Machine will finish word, This command backspaces the dota 

tope to the start of the current file. This command works on 01 I Load and Go 

file types. INlOflE: BACI<!:!:iHrt) - Command is fuVj~(rt). Machine will finish word. 

Type the numbsl" 40, thsn hit the I'sturn key This command wi II backspace the 

data tape 4D records This command should only be used when these three 

conditions are Q.LL present: 1) when running HCY, HFB, 16mm, P16mm, or Color, 2) 

when the camera has run out of film, and 3) if the file has been plotting one 

hour or more. 

CLEAR/rt 

Command is CLlrt. Machine wi II finish word. Camera will advance film into the 

take-up magazine. (Check the camera set-up procedures in regard to fi 1m type 

being used for the correct number of clears required to advance the exposed 

film,) INlOfl:: The 105mm cameras need a 105 program 'loaded (L 1, L2, L3, or CB esc 

J) in order to clear or advance correctly. If Clfter typing CLlrt or ADV!rt the 

teletype responds immediately with "O.K.", the camerCi _didn_'~.l clear (Cldvance) 

correctly. Load a 105 program and retype the command. 

CONTINUE/rt 

Command is CON/Ft. The machine will finish word. The command CONTII'-lUE wi II 

restart the program at the location where it was last interrupted. 

DATA SWITCH 5 

Dota swi tch 5 (10000) in the UP position wi 'II cause the system to pause between 

jobs. It is used in conjunction with the SKIP command on Load and Go program 

tapes. 1his switch is used when only certain Jobs have been requested from a 

Load and Go tape. Type: ~lliL-{). (debug), then ~?---'Z.~_~_,L. Use the SKIP/-n 

command (where "-n" is job number- 1 for this example) to find the job on the data I 
tape. Type: GO/rt. Put swi tch 5in the UP posi tion. Ihe job wi II run to 

completion, then the system will pause. If the next job you wish is 7, put data 

swi 1ch 5 DOWN, alld use the SKIP command (SKIP/-5) to locote job #7 on the data 

tape. Once the job has been located Hle system will pause again. Type; _COI\jT/rt 

to plot job #7. Put data switch 5 UP. Once it has comp,leted, the system will 

pause again. Rewind the tape (REW/d), return data switch 5 to the DOWN position 

and continue normal processing. 

INlOflC: Doto switch 5 must be also used with the "MAKE FILM" command. Refer to the 

"MAKE FILM" command for explanation and usage. 



END JOB/rt 
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WIIOTIE: ihis command works only for 105 cameros, The command is EN/rt, The 

teletype will finish the word. When the return key is pressed, the machine 

should finish titling the fiche, clear the memory buffer, and advance the film, 

The teletype will respond with "O.K." when "END JOB" has completed. ANY time 

you have trouble with a 105·-type job (105mm, FCB, or 24X). and the job---;;-tops 

abnormally, do on END JOB. When you type END JOB, there are some condi tions you 

need to be aware of. (1) If you get an immediate "O.K." when you type END JOB, 

the job may really be ended normally. It might not. Check the track count for 

the job on the ADM31. It the, Log Routine and the track count are very nearly the 

some (within 6 to 8 tracks) fOI- that job, consider it done and mark it, if it 

isn't marked already by the system. If the track count isn't right, retry the 

job (2) If you get on "END*UNKNOWN", the system can't accept the E~m JOB, so 

you wi II have to use the FR80 command "ADVANCE/3' to move the job out of the woy. 

(3) I f END JOB works, you shoul d see the canso I eli ghts b Ii nki ng and the t i tl i ng 

being completed on the FR8D display monitor. 



FIND/rt 
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The FIND command is used with the LABEL command. All tapes must have a label 

entered prior to using the FIND command. The FIND command only works with FeB 

jobs on tapes_ 

FIND/N,*rt - This command wi J I start from job N (where N = the number of the job 

from which you wish to start plotting) and plot all jobs unti I the end of the 

tape is reached. 

FIND/..:'!..J'!.rt - This command will start from the beginning of the tape and plot all 

jobs up to, and including job N (where N = the number of the last job to be 

plotted tram that tape) and wi I I then terminate. 

FIND/Nr t Plots job N only_ 

FIND/M N 0 P Q rt - This command wi II plot up to five selected jobs_ Job M is to 

be lowest numbered job, and each subsequent job is to be a higher number_ Job Q 
is the highest numbered job. This command wi II plot a maximum of five jobs and 

will then terminate_ 

When the FIND command has located and plotted all jobs, the machine types: time, 

total frame, and total page counts; the tape wi II then rewind automatically. 

An important point about the FIND command is that it does not look at the jobs 

based on a pre-assigned number. What it does is to count each job that comes up, 

starting with #1, regardless of where you are in the tape. This means if you 

have trouble with a job in the middle of a tape, you can end that job, then type 

FIND/1,"rt. FIND wi II look for the next job, then plot to the end of the tape. 

FOCUS/rt 

Command is [OC/rt. This command causes the focusing image to appear on the 

monitor screen and the light source. (When running under the CB program this 

command will not work unless the program is reloaded.) To terminate the focus 

image, hi t the "Return Key" or type CTRL--l. 

GO/rt 

Command is QLrt. Teletype wi II finish word. Advances the fi 1m one frame and 

starts the program. 



MAKE FILM/N(rt) 
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Command is MA/Nrt. Machine wi II finish word. Type the number "zero" for "view 

only mode" and hit the return key. The view-only-mode suppresses the film 

advance, eliminates some typeouts, and blanks the light source so that no film 

wi II be exposed. When using the MAKE FILM command, data switch 5 must also be 

used. Ifit is not, the system will ignore the command, and the job will be 

ploUed on film. The correct usage of this command for Load anfL.QQ is: 

1) Type: .PRL-D (*Debug) 

2) SYS esc J 

3) System responds: "MONITOR 

4) Put datu switch 5 in UP position_ 

5) GIrt (At this point the system wi II load the program and parameters 

requested by the user. The user's Box number and 1.0_ wi I I be 

typed out on the teletype also.) 

6) System responds: "MONITOR "REV" '1.0805 

7) Put data swi teh 5 down. 

8) Type: MA/0rt 

9) Type: GIrt 

10) System response: .. NO FIL.M? 

11) Hi t the Relurn Key 

Con ti nued 011 !leX t page -------> 



The correct usage of this command for FC~ is: 

If the CB program lJ! loaded, start wi th step 5. 

If the CB program is not loaded: 

1 ) Type: CTRL-D ("Debug) 

2) CB esc J 

3) System response: "MONITOR 

4) Type: DA/rt 

5) Type: LA/rt 

6) Type: MA/¢r t 

7) Type: Girt 

8) System response: "NO FILM? 

9) Hit Return Key 

Once you have completed the job, you must do one of two things: 

1) Type: MA/1rt 

[OR) 

2) Type: CTRL-D SYS esc J (OR) CB esc J 

to return to the MAKE FILM mode and resume normal processing. 
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NOTIE: Af te r us i ng the "Make F i I m" command in orde r to star t norma I process i ng 

(plotting on film). you must change the filmrnode to "1" (make film) or reload 

the Load and Go or CB program. 



PLOT 
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The "PLOT" command replots FR80 jobs which have olready been marked as plotted, 

or specified jobs that have not been.ploUed. PLOT is 'limited to a moximum of 32 

jobs. It more than 32 jobs are assigned. on'ly the lil'st 32 jobs will be 

replotted. Jobs may be assigned individually or in sequence, but the lost job 

number in 0 sequence must be equal to or greater than the lir'st job number in the 

sequence. Command string is: 

PL N PP QQIJ .... JLlOB(JOBS-JOBS) , where: 

PL Plot 

N FR80 number (1,2, or 3) 

PP Pack number jobs are located on 

QQQ 105 or FCB (queue type) 

C Class ("CL" for classified, "UI\lCL" for unc'lassified) 

JOB Job number 

OR 

JOBS-JOBS A series of jobs 

.REPORT TAPE ERRORSj 

Command is ..!....I3.EP/. The machine will finish word., The number zero is then entered 

by the operator and the return key is then pressed. Then type CmnUIUE/rt. This 

command wil I couse the system not to repor t any tape er rors when they occur. 

Using this command sometimes results in stocking (data being written on top of 

data), If this stacking should occur, hit STOP, then START switch on the console 

to recove r the te I etype, and type EI'lD/d to comp I ete fiche t i tl i ng. Go to the 

next job to be plotted by using the FIND/1 ," command. IImOTIE: .REPORT TAPE 

ERRORS/Ort only works under the CB program. 

REWINDjrt 

Command is gEW/rt. The machine will finish word. This command wi II rewind the 

tape on drive selected to 1. to load poinL You con also include a unit number, 

to rewind drives not dialed to 1, That would be: RE.WIND/Nrt, where "N" = the 

drive number. 



SCAN JOB. FRAME. COMMAND/(J.F,C)rt 
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Command is SC/rt. The machine will finish the command. This is a command for 

responding to 3-1etter errors for Load and Go. Depending on the options used for 

J, F, and C the moch i ne wi II scan for either the next lob, Jrame, or .f.ommand 

This does not work on L3 or L7 programs. The options avai lable are: 

0,0,1 
0,1,0 

1,0,0 

scan to next command 

scan to next frame 

scan to next job 

Start with SC/rt and NO OPTIONS. If you get an immediate repeat of the error, or 

one like it, try typing SCAN at least two more times before stopping the job. 

Whenever you use the SCAN command, observe the screen. If you not ice any sudden 

variation of the picture on the screen (such as lines or flickering stars or a 

long bright line) when you hit the return key, stop the job by hiUing STOP then 

START on the console. Type FOCUS/rt Hit the return key on the console to stop 

the focus pattern. Do all END JOB/ for 105, or an ADVANCE/3 for other Load and Go 

types. ror 105, try the job on another FR80 unless the track count is wi thin 6 

to 8 tracks of being complete. Do not focus the last attempt you make to run the 

job. In any case, you should write a Discrepancy Slip for the job. 

SKIP /rl (or) SKIP /-N(rt) 

Command is SKIrt or ~K/-Nrt. Machine will finish word. The command SKIrt will 

skip to the next job. The command SK/-Nrt, where "-N" is the number of jobs you 

wi 11 skip. wi 11 skip the Ilumber of jobs that you have entered. These commands 

work only with Load and Go program data tapes. 



FR80: Program Errors, System Responses, and Trouble 
Situations 
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, T~bUSI~~hbo\i~~' 

NOTtE: In all cases where it states to hit SlOP then START on the console, for 

FR80 #3 you must hJ~ STOP then RESET, START. 

CON 

Undefined control character. Type: SC/rt to scan to the next command in the 

users program. Follow SCAN Command Procedures. 

DEFINE PERMANENT PICTURE N? 

The permanent picture definition "N" was encountered. This response is to insure 

that you wish to define or redetine the picture. Hit the space bar to continue 

processing. This action lets the system know that you do not wish to define or 

redefine the permanent picture. 

DELETE PERMANENT PICTURE N? 

The instruction to delete permanent picture "N" was encountered. This response 

is to insure that you wish to delete the picture. Hit the space bar to continue 

processing. This action lets the system know that you do not wish to delete the 

picture. 

DELETE PERMANENT PICTURE DEFINITIONS 

The instruction to delete permanent picture definitions was encountered. This 

response is to insure that you wish to delete the definitions. Hit the space bar, 

to continue processing.fhis action lets the system know that you do not wish to 

delete the definitions. 

DLM (Delimiter Invalid) 

Data lost In transfer. Type: SC/rt to scan to the next command In the users 

program. Fol low SCAN Command Procedures. 



FR80 DROPS INTO MONITOR 
FR80 DROPS INTO DEBUG 
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The system has received an instruction from the users program that it does not 

understand, which causes one of the above mentioned conditions to occur. Hi t 

STOP then START at the FR80 console to I'evive teletype Type: END/rt to 

complete the titling of the fiche. If this OCCUI'S while running from CHORS, YOLJ 

must 01 so abort the job at the ADM31 and mark the job as pi otted before 

continuing to process more files. Be sure to fill out a discrepancy slip. 

FIRST RECORD MISSING FS CHARACTER (file separator 
character missing) 

This is an FCB error only. Make sure the tape is at load point or beginning of I 
file. If it was not, rewind the tape and put it on-line, or abort a CHORS file 

at the ADM31 and restart it. Hit STOP then START, re-enter the tape label and 

type QQLrt. If the tope is at load point or beginning of file, depress STOP, 

then START, Use Ihe FIND command to continue plotting from tape If running 

from CHORS, mark the job printed and continue plotting. In both cases, if the 

Box# is obtainable, fi II out a discrepancy sl ip. Use Mag Tope Displayer to 
verify the correct header (if any) on the Job 

ILLEGAL COMMAND 

.A command not known to the system has been encountered. For 105, type END 

JOB/rt, then GO/rt. For all other Load and Go, just type GO/rt. 

LONG RECORD 

A record was encountered which does not fit into the allocated buffer space. 

Type COI'!Lrt. 

* N UNKNOWN CONTROL 

A carriage control character eN) unknown to the program was encountered. Type 

CON/rt. 

NO FILM? 

This response is from 

been entered. If you 

wi I I void the entire 

the MAKE FILM 

don't wish to 

command. 

command, after 

make f i 1m, hit 

the 

the 

command GO or CONTINUE hcis 

return key. Anything else 



NO FILM LEFT 
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There is no til m I ef tin the camera. GO and CONTINUE wi I 'I be vo i d unt i I the 

camera is reloaded. Far 105 cameras, put the switch on the right of the cam,era 

down .. Unp'llig the bottom supt:dy card by turn1ngit counter-clockwise to shut' the 

camera off. Call a photo technician to re'load the camera with film. Bock uP. 

three to five jobs, depending on the size of the jobs 011 CHOPS or tape, using.the 

oppropriate command (FIND, SKIP, BACK, PLOT) and replot the jobs. For all ather 

cameras, call a photo technician to reload the camera with fi 1m. Using the. 

appropriate command (SKIP or BACK), replot the job(s) that the camera ron out of 

fi 1m on. iI'~O'll"I!: Reter to the "BACK" command when replotting jobs; that have run 

for a long period of time. 

NON PERMANENT PICTURE N NEEDED 

The nan permanent picture N, which wos not defined, wos called for. Type CON/rt, 

and the program wi II continue recording wi thout the picture. 

TAPE ERROR 

Either the parity and/or density of the moglletic tape do not ogree with the tope 

characteristics you have instructed the progrom to accept, or the tape has 

physical damage or unreodable data on it. Type CON/rt to continue processing at 

the location where the interrupt occurred. 

10FT. LEFT 

There is only ten feet of film left in the supply magazine. CON/rt will allow 

the program to continue without further notification until there is NO FILM LEFT. 

THREE LETTER ERRORS 

Below is a listing of some common and not so common three letter errors that'can 

be generated by the FR80 Data Format Displayer program. To continue processing 

after an error, use the "SC,o,N" commond to continue processing. 

DLM Inval i d checkpoint delimiter UNC Unknown command 

CON Unknown control character NAM Invalid name command 

PAG Invalid page number oro No disk I/O in system 
UNA Unassigned device DKR Di sk read err a r 

TPW No tape writing in syst.em DKN Disk name missing 

EOF Read past end of f i Ie on disk DKW Di sk wr i Le error 

CVR Character not in convert table FNM Font not found 

CNV Bad convert statement IOX 1/0 device exchanged 
TMF Too many fonts 8DF Bod font forma t 
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The tormat of the titling irdormation is illegal .. A title et-ror that causes the 

FR80 to halt is in most cases related to the CHORS system and the worker computer 

in the mainframe area. lhe jobs are Llsually no more than one track in size. 

Notify your supervisor when this problem occurs. Using the "MARK" command, mark 

the job(s) as printed and continue processing. Remember to fill out a 

discrepancy slip for the jOb(s). 

TMN (Too Many Names - available space exceeded) 

This is an error from the FRSO Data Format Displayer program. To continue 

processing after this error has occurred. type SCANLrt. Follow the SCAN Command 

Procedures. 

TELETYPE PAPER ADVANCES (after typing GO) 

This situation occurs when the wrong program or no program has been loaded. 

Pr'ess RcSET--STOP then READ-IN. and load the appropriate program (SYS esc J or CB 

esc ,J) and/oi- using mag tope displayer, check to make sure the fi Ie has the 

correct header. 

UNC 

Unknown command. Type Se/rt to scan to the next command in the users program. 

Follow the SC:AN Command Procedures, 

UNKNOWN 

A command, program name, or form name unknown to the program has been 

encountered. If this response is encountered before the actual plotting of the 

job has begun, abort and resiart CHORS or r'ewind the tape to load point. Reload 

the s y s t e IT! wit h SYS esc cl from Deb u g, and t y p e GO /r t . 1ft his res p 0 n s e i s 

encountered after plotting has begun (from CHORS), check the track count on the 

ADM31 against the track count on the pack I isting. If the track count on the 

ADM31 is within six tracks of the track count on the pack listing, at the FR80 

type nJ.Lrt. At the ADM31, abort the FR80, mark the job. fill out a discrepancy 

sl ip, and continue running. NOlIE: In most cases the job has complet.ed and ended 

normally. Therefore an immediate response from ENLr·t is not unusual. nor is no 

writing on the monitor scope. Be S-..!lre~ ill is not rerunniilg! 

I 
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An Unknown Contro'l is interpreted as a "spoce one before printing". This 

response mayor may not stop the job from plotting. If the job does stop 

plotting, press STOP then START keys on the console to interrupt the program and 

revive the teletype. Type END .~Qfli.rt if running 105, or ADVANCE/3rt for other 

Load and Go. Reload the system using SYS esc J. If running from tape, lise the 

"SKIP" command to start plotting the next job. If running from CHORS, abort the 

job at the ADM31. Press STOP then START keys on the console to interrupt the 

program and revive the teletype. Type ENli._JOB/rt. At the ADM31 , using the 

"MARK" command, mark the job as printed. Reload the system using SYS esc J. 

Restart the FR80 uni t using the appropriate CHORS commands. 
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Troubleshooting 

ADM31 messages from CHORS are CHORS system messages to the operator anq wi I 
in most situations require some sort of intervention and/ol- response fl-om the 

operator(s) . 

ERROR - NO PACK AVAILABLE. FOR NEW JOBS 

No standby packs are avai lable. Make a standby pack avai lable as soan as 

possible. No CHORS response is necessary. Notify the mainframe operator to hold 

fi'les an disc until a standby can be rnade available. A prompt response will aid 

in eliminating a tape backlog situation, by informing the mainframe personnel 

that the I/O group real izes the problem does exist,is under control, and Will be 

corrected. 

FR80 SPECIFIED IS IN USE 

The files have been assigned to an FRaO that is already plotting, or a deadstart 

is in progress. Reassign the fi les to another FRaO, or wait unti I the deadstart 

completes. 

FR# - ABORTED AT TTT (el) PK# JOB#, ON OPERATOR CMND 

This message appears on the ADM31 when the operator executes the ABORT command, 

where FR# = the aborted FR80, TTT = file type, (CL) = file classification After 

aborting an FRBO, use the appropriate steps to revive the teletype and use the 

END JOB command to fini'3h the titling of the fiche (only if you had been plotting 

ant he FRSO). 
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FR# ABORTED AT TTT (el) PK# JOB#. DISK ERROR 
FR# ABORTED AT TTT (el) PK# JOB#. MEMORY T.O. 
FR# ABORTED AT TTT (el) PK# JOB#, OUT OF DATA ON lG 
JOB 

This message indicates that the cur rent job has aborted due to one of the above 

listed errors, where FR# = the erroring FR80, TTT = file type (FCB or 105), (CL) 

= file cl,]ssification, After any of these, check the track count for the job, 

If the job is at least 80% complete, abort the jab at the ADM31, mark it and use 

the appropriate steps to revive the FRBO teletype. Use the "END JOB" command to 

finish the titling of the fiche. Fill out a discrepancy slip for the job. If 

the job is less than 80% complete, abort the job at the ADM31 and revive the FR8D 

teletype. Use the "FOCUS" command to put C1 focus spot on the bad fiche. Use the 

"END JOB" command to finish the titl ing of the fiche. Mark the job as plotted, 

and use the "PLOT" command to replot the job. NOTIE: If this error repedts, do 
not "FOCUS" the job. Use the "END ,J08" command to complete the titling of the 

fiche. Abort the job at the ADM31 and continue plotting, starting with the next 

job. 

IllEGAL FR8D NUMBER - USE 1-3 

The above message is the error rep I y from the ABORT, FRJOBS, or REPLOT command. 

The operator response to the above message is to re-enter the command using the 

correct FR80 number; 1, 2, or 3. 

IllEGAL QUEUE SPECIFIED 

The above message is the error reply from FRJOBS or PLOT commands, The operator 

response should be to re-enter the command using the correct job queue(s), 

IN USE 

The error reply from PLOT or REPRINT when the command(s) are already in use on 

the FR80 or NIPS that you are trying to assign the command to. It is also a 

response to the EXAMINE command when trying to examine a drive that the system 

has already recognized. Verify what equipment you are working with and either 

wait for the previous work to complete or correct what you're doing. 

OV NOT RELEASED 

The error reply from the oVBrlay routine where the overlay is being used by 

someone else or has not been terminated from previous use. Check to make sure 

the overlay is not being used. If it is, you must wait until it has been freed. 

If it is not being used, go to the ADM31 and type CTRL-E KOV to kill the overlay. 
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The following are procedures for handl in9 problems wi th the various fR80 

tape drives. 

Loss of Vacuum 

When a tape drive loses vacuum - press STOP then START keys on the console 
to revive teletypes. Then ... 

For FCB: -_ .. _.,--

1. Type CTRL=-Q (Debug) 
2. Type CB esc J 

3. Type FOCUS/rt 
4. Hit the RETURN key 
5. Type END JOB/rt 
6. Type ADVANCE/;2r t 

For _ .. 102":' 
1. Type FOCUS/rt 
2. Hi t the RETURN key 
3. Type END JOB/rt 

For a I I other Load and Go: -------_._--------_._--_._--

1 .r ype FOCUS/r t 
2. Type ADVANCE/rt 

Once you've completed the appropriate steps above: 

1. Press STOP/RESET button on tape drive 
2. Press LOlID FWD (Fwd Load) 
3. Press STOP/RESET 
4. Press REWIND/UNLOAD 
5. When the tape reaches load point, unload the tape and 

move it to another d r i ve/FRBO. 
6. For' "--eG, use the FIND routine to go to the job that was 

plotting when the tape drive lost vacuum. Att.empt to 
finish the tape. 
For Load and Go, use the SKIP r'out i ne to go to the job 
that was plotting when the tape drive lost vacuum. 
Attempt to finish the tape. 

Con t i nued on nex t page - _ ........ _--+ 
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If, after moving the tape to another drive. the tape causes the second drive 

to lose vacuum, do not focus the job that was being plotted. Just do an END JOB 

or an A.DVANCE, depending on the film type, and write out a discrepancy sl ip. Try 

to plot any remaining jobs on the tape. 

If the prob'lem is persistent with a particular drive, wri te an MTR and ovoid 

using that drive until it has been repaired. 

Tape Runs Away 

In this situation, during processing of a tape, the tape suddenly starts 

advancing very quickly, but the monitor is blank ond no processing is being done. 

The cause of this is thot the last job on the tape does not have an end-of-fi Ie 

mark. The FR8D odvances the tape, looking for more dota, or on end-of-file mark. 

To respond to this situation: 

1) Press the ON-LINE button. 

2) For FR80s1, 2, and 4, press STOP then START on the console. 

For FR8D 3, press RESET then START on the console. 

This revives the teletype. 

3) For FeB and 105, type END JOS/r t 
For a I I other l.oad and Go, type AOVf\b&.sJr t 

4) Rewind and unload the tape. 

5) Fill out a discrepancy slip for the job. 
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Th iss i tuat ion is caused by the End-Of-Tope (EOT) marke r be i ng gone, by the 

amount of tape after the EOT marker being too shod, or by the FR80 not sensing 

the EOT marker. 

1) For FR80s 1, 2, and 4, press STOP then START on the console. 

For FR80 3, press RESET then START on the consol e. 

This revives the teletype. 

2) For FeB and 105, type END J9B/,rt. 
For all other Load and Go, type ADVANCE/rL 

3) Rethread the tape, reversing the order you used to load the tape. 

Put several extra wraps of tape on the reel. Press the REWIND 

swi tch and unload the tape. 

4) Fi II out 0 discrepancy 81 ip for the job. 
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In the event of a power outage (where the emergency I ights come on) or when 
the power to a particular device flickers off and on several times, the following 
action should be taken by I/O operators and Photo Technicians in order to protect 
equipment. 

Power Out 

I/O Operators: 

1. Turn off power switches located on the front panels of the 
FR8Ds and FR80 tape drives (don't touch anything behind the FR80s). 

2. Call Hal Nida (Extension 2-3701, & Home: (209) 578-1379 

3. Make appropriate log entries. 

Photo Technicians: 

1. Disconnect cables to the cameras. 

If Power Is Still Off After One Hour 

Cal I the appropriate shift supervisor. 

Ed Long 
Don Birts 

(Swing) 
(Photo Lab) 

Home: 415-449-0284 
Home: 707-422-6663 



When Power Is Restored 

I/O Operators: 
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1. Reset circuit breakers on front panel of ModComp if they were 

tripped by the power outage. Don't touch anything behind the 

ModComp or VGSC. 

2. Notify a CDC CE or an EE technician if any 844 disk fails to 

come on--line. Don't touch circuit breakers at rear of the drives. 

3. Deadstart the ModComp. 

4. Check the DICOMED equipment every hal f hour for the first couple of 

hours (fire watch). 

5. Restore power to the IBM/1BOO (follow the writeup at the 1800 

machine). After power has been restored, check equ'ipment at half 

hour intervals (fire watch). 

Photo Technicians: 

1. Before restoring power to the FR80s, call the on-call EE 

technician and tell him that you are ready to I"estore power. 

2. Reconnect cables to the cameras. 

3. Allow sufficient time for the FI,\SOs to stabl I ize (EE technicians 

Will determine when FR80s have stabilized). 

4 Check vacuum ci rcuit breakers to the FR80s and compressor 

(one is locat.ed on the West wall in Room B-129, the other IS 

located on the North wal I of storage room B-146). 

When a power outage occur's, Clction must be taken promptly. Fami I iarize 

yourself with this procedure, and ask your supervisor to point out any switches 

or circuit breakers referred to in this procedure that need to be identified. 
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FR80 #3 has a unique hardware configuration because it has two discs. One 

is "fixed" (not normally removed) and the other is "removable". The other FR8Ds 

have one disc each and are not removable. They're also not easily restarted if 

they idle down. A technician must be cal led in. For FR80 #3 however, it's 

possible for the operator to cycle the disc back up after a power loss (the ready 

light will be off). Follow these steps: 

1. Power the FRao back on. 

2. Remove the clear plastic cover from the buttons under the tape drive. 

These are the buttons for the disc drive. 

3. Press the RUN/STOP button. 

4. Wait for the SAFE (ight to come on. 

5. When the SAFE! ight comes on, press the RUN/STOP button again. 

6. Wai t for the RUN I ight to come on. If the I ight comes on, 

the disc drive should be okay. If this light doesn't come on, 

notify your supervisor or EE technician. If on 0. weekend, notify 

EE technician fol lowing Call-In Procedl~res found in this manual. 

NOTE: All FR80's take two hours to stabilize once powered off before you can 

start processing. 
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Magnetic Tape Displayer (mag tape displayer) provides a means of viewing 
information from magnetic tape or CHORS. Any portion of a record may be 
displayed on the moni tor or teletype. NOTE: From CHORS, Mag Tape Displayer can 
only read forward. It cannot back upl A brief command summary is displayed on 
the monitor when Mag Tape Displayer is first accessed, which looks like that 
shown be I ow. 

L Rew i n d 
R Read 

Reread 
B 8 its per inch 

# Dr i ve numbe r 
A Annota t i on & input radix 

$ Disp'lay next par t. 
W Word 
p Display page. 
Q Display one line 

0 Octal 
D Decimal 
H Hexadecimal 
F BCD 
E EBCDIC 

S Signed 
U Unsigned 
Z Suppress Zeroes 
X Print Zeroes 

Search for match 

< Search for Larger 
,. Search for sma I I er 
N Search for unequal 

C Compaction 
M Monitor 
T TTY 

Mag tape command summary 



To access Mag lope Displayer from disc: 

1) Type: CTRL-D (Debug) 

2) Type: M esc J 
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At this point, the Command Summary shown on the previous page wi II be displayed. 

Go to the next page for further instructions. 

To access Mag Tape Displayer from tope: 

1) Set Read-In Mode to MT_ 

2) Set data switch 17 up (this tells the machine to 

stort writing Ollto the disc at location 1). 

3) Set address swl teh 12 up. 

4) Dial System Reload lope to 3 (use the reload tape 

carrying the same number as the FR80 you are using). 

5) Simul taneously press STOP and RESET, then pl'ess READ-HL 

6) Dial reload tape to 1 when "hang a tape" message 

appeors orl the moni tor. 

7) Teletype responds; 

7 track 800 bpi 

dote and title of tape 

8) Type: LSYS~ and press RETURN 

9) Dial the reload tape to 2 and unload it. 

At this point, the Commond Summary shown on the previous page wi II be displayed. 

Go to the next page for further instructions. 

Cant i nued on nex t page ---------> 
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At th'is point, dial the Tape Drive Seled Switch to "1", that corresponds 

with the tape drive selected or CHORS. The tape or CHORS must be at load point 

or the beginning of file. Mag Tape Displayer wit I force a tape to load point to 

start wi th anyway. With CHORS, Mag Tape Displayer wi 11 presume you are at the 

beginning of the file, whether you are or not. This means that no matter whether 

you are looking at the first record of a file IH the fifteenth, the record header 

will claim it's looking at the first record when you start. 8e sllre you are 

really at the beginning of a file! 

For Load and Go tapes, or CHORS fi les, type: JOB#,RECORD#R. For example: 

2,29R, where 2 = Job Number, 29 = Record Number, and R = Read. This wi I I display 

the 29th record of the 2nd job on the moni tor. 

For FCB topes, or CHORS f i 'I es, you can ani y type "R". I f you need to look 

at a job in the middle of a series of jobs, you must just keep typing "R" unti I 

you reach the record header of the job you are looking for. For instance, if you 

needed to look at the tenth job, you would keep typing "R" until you saw "'1,0 1R" 

in the record header. This isn't particularly practical for CHORS files, but 

it's the only way to view jobs on a tape. It's probably more efficient to cal I 

up CHOR S files individually. 

To look at CHORS files with the Mag Tope Disployer, use the "PLOT" command 

to enter the jobes) you wish to look at, at the ADM31. Once you have requested 

the job(s) at the ADM31 , you are ready to view the jobes) at the FRBO display 

monitor. N01rIl'!.: Jobs that have not been plotted when you look at them with Mag 

Tape Displayer will be marked as printed if fOU view them to the end of the fi Ie! 

If what you're looking at is a good, non-plotted job, you must go back Clnd 

process the job using the "PLOT" command. 
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Below is a sample display from Mag Tape Displayer. 

U1 to W?20 BIN 58 is the record header. 

The first I ine of data from 

In 

U1 7TH 2F 29R 255 W?20 BIN 58 

a 0 461123 100 215044 

4 435407 523600 22.6255 125500 

8 132200 540045 766600 2500 

12 431255 125507 516751 

16 221400 3570 735253 477711 

20 406300 436645 243600 201 

24 75447 441200 75301 73445 

28 312600 2600 161777 7777"77 

32 # 221# 777777 

253 770000 3535 

-the sample display, the record header translates as fallows: 

U1 Indicates that this record was read from the tape on drive 1. 

7TR Indicates that the d rive is a 7·-t rack un it. 

2F Indicates that the record was in the second fi Ie of the tape 

(i.e .• after one file mark). A large number in this field indicates 

-that the actual fi Ie number on the tape is not known to the prograrn. 

29R Indicates that the record being displayed is the 29th record of the fi Ie. 

A large number in this field indicates that the actual record 

number on the tape is not known to the program. 

W? F 0 I I ow i n g the W, a ? i n di cat est hat an un r e c 0 v era b lee r r 0 r wa s 

encountered reading this record. 

20 Ind i cates that on I y two characters were read in the I ast word; the th i rd 

character is to be ignored. (In reading odd length nine-track tapes, 

10 indicates that only one byte in the last word is relevant.) 

BIN Present only if 9BPI not in effect. Indicates that the record was 

read in binary (odd parity) mode. For sevell-track drives. alternate 

attempts to re-read after an er ror occurs are done in BCD (even par i ty) 

mode. BCD in this field indicates that the last successful read was done 

in t.his mode. 

58 Indicates 5BPI in effect. 2BPI and 8EPI are also indicated; 

9BPI is indicated by absence of this field. 

The left column indicates the position in the record of the first word to 

the right of it. Data appears to the right of this column in the mode shown in 

the upper left corner of the monitor screen (in this case, octal). The number 

following the 32 in column 1 indicates that a repeating sequence follows; 221 is 

the number of words in the sequence being repeated as the single word 777777. 
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CB Tapes and CB CHORS Files 

FCB must have 070000 os the first word of the first record, followed by 
000006 as the second word, fol lowed by 740000 os the third word of the first 
record of each file. If these numbers are not present in the first record. the 
job will not run (Figure 1-1.) 

Ul 7TR 

o 
B 

16 
24 
32 
40 
48 
56 
64 
72 

80 
88 
96 

104 
112 

070000 
230461 
230460 
144434 
210410 
156310 
000004 
236540 
142310 
066310 
210410 
076154 
142274 
156.350 
260201 

1 f 

000006 
141004 
401002 
401423 
611422 
631002 
000000 
402523 
622163 
611422 
611422 
"131421 
621441 
621521 
251443 

740000 
511720 
004010 
347214 
746214 
000000 
000100 
106110 
046714 
746214 
746214 
546420 
546514 
546221 
044024 

1 R 

000042 
420116 
000000 
432440 
420040 
000021 
000014 
051104 
431433 
415504 
415465 
447530 
230462 
615462 
442102 

234445 
236270 
000301 
204475 
100200 
006000 
100174 
204304 
176304 
204475 
142304 
100524 
144434 
142304 
142304 

1814 W 10 8IN 88 

201004 
401002 
072343 
301005 
401423 
010141 
360663 
611363 
671643 
301005 
621444· 
621422 
611463 
571443 
571443 

710320 
004014 
046114 
246214 
046214 
144002 
546106 
106206 
106506 
246214 
346115 
012221 
106306 
103321 

10331 

Figure 1-1. Mag tape header for CB tapes. 

430061 
220114 
227462 
220122 
443461 
200001 
632102 
6.32461 
631107 
220122 
631063 
041061 
637461 
041117 

There is no conversion chart for feB files. Therefore you will be unable to 
convert any of the words for troubleshooting purposes. The only step to take is 
making sure that the first, second, and third words are correct; (070000, 000006, 
740000). If these words ore not correct you should: 1) if running from tope, use I 
the "FIND" command and start plotting beginning wi th the next job, or 2) if 
running from CHORS, mark the job plotted using the "MARK" command, abort the job 
ot the ADM31. ond continue plotting, starting with the next job in the queue. 
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Below is the conversion chart for interpreting the first record of Load and Go 

files (Figure 1-2), 

01 A 15 M 
02 B 16 N 
03 C 17 0 

04 D 5,2 " 
05 E 60 0 
06 F' 61 1 

07 G 62 2 
10 H 63 ,3 

11 I 64 4 
12 J 65 5 

13 K 66 6 

14 L 67 7 

Figure 1-2, Conversion chart for first record of Load and Go 

Load and Go files must have 525252 as the first word of the first record, 

followed by "146100,146200, 146300, '146500,146600, or 146700 as the second worD 

of the first record of each file. If these numbers are not pr'esent in the first 

record, the job wi II not run as a L.oad and Go (Figure 1-3). 

Ul 

Use the 

interpreting 

converted in 
525252 would 

T 
lTR 

a 525252 146100 
8 000000 000000 

16 000027 

F 
000000 000000 
000000 000000 

R 
000000 
000000 

17 W 20 BIN 8B 
000000 000000 000000 
000000 000000 000000 

Figure 1-3. Mag Tape header for Load and Go tapes. 

conversion chart (Figure 1-2) to interpret this record. When 

the tiL.u record of Lood ond Go program f i I es. the numbers are 

~, where 

convert to ***, 146100 - Lh 146200 - L2 .. 146300 - L3" etc. 

Cant i n!Jed on next page -_ .. _-} 
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To interpret the ..§.ecorg!. .L~corQ. of a Load and Go programs f i 'I e, use the chart 
on the next page. The numbers are converted In sets of three (see Figure 1-4) . 
The f j r s t five lines (a, 8, 16. 24. 32) are the parameters requested by the use r. 
The sixth 1 i ne (40) is the beginning of the I.O. of the f i Ie, where 102=B, 
117=0, 130=X, 40=space, 120=P. 64=4, 65=5, and 40=space. Hence. the I. D. that 
wi 11 appear on the users output wi II be Box P45. In this example the zeroes that 
preceded the numbers (000102 or 000061 ) have been suppressed and therefore ore 
not present. If the zeroes were present you would s til I use the same method of 
conversion, sets of three (see Figure 1-5). Note also in Figure 1·-5, as we II as 
the zeroes not being suppressed, the word "BOX" is not present. Therefore, the 
only I. D. that wi II appear on the output is 000121=Q 000071=9 000062=2 or 092 

(see lines 24, 32). 
-----.--------.---~ .. ---------.----.. ---------_._-----------

1111 lTR 1 F 2 R 170 W BIN 88 

1 
! 0 123 105 124 57 61 60 62 64 

t 8 60 215 110 111 124 57 61 54 

I 16 61 54 64 215 124 111 124 114 

I 24 57 124 62 103 63 114 70 110 

! 32 66 54 61 126 61 54 63 57 

1---- 40 102 117 130 :40 120 64. 65 40 

1 48 102 61 61 60 113 40 40 40 

1 56 # 16 .. 40 

I 72 44 115 44 215 124 111 124 114 

I 80 57 103 62 103 64 114 70 110 

1 88 61 63 54 61 126 62 54 63 

I 96 57 61 61 72 65 71 72 61 

t 104 71 44 114 44 114 44 114 44 

t 112 114 60 65 57 61 61 57 70 

1 120 63 103 40 44 115 44 215 124 

I 128 111 124 114 57 103 62 103 63 

1 136 114 70 110 61 67 54 61 126 

I 144 62 54 63 57 116 117 56 44 

1 152 63 40 40 61 40 44 124 215 

I 160 57 102 117 130 40 120 64 65 

1 168 40 215 

Figure 1-4. 

-------------------------------------_.-

,1 Ul lTR 1 F 2 R 254 W 10 BIN 88 

I 
I 0 000123 000105 000057 000060 000071 000071 000063 000063 

I 8 000215 000122 000117 0000'17 000061 000215 000103 000101 

I 16 000057 000063 000215 00U101 000104 000126 000057 000065 
I-~ 24 000215 000120 000125 000057 000064 000215 000057 000121 
I--~ 32 000071 000062 000040 000061 000215 000123 000105 000057 

1 40 000061 000063 000060 000060 000060 000215 000122 000117 

1 48 000057 000061 000215 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 

I 56 # 197 .. 000000 

I 253 000057 

-----------------------------------------
Figure 1-5. 
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----------

OCTAL TRANSLATION 1 OCTAL TRANSLA nON 1 OCTAL TRANSLATION 
----------il---·-.. ---·· .. ·---.. I---·--·-------

040 space 100 140 @ 

041 101 A 141 a 

042 102 8 142 b 

043 # 103 C 143 c 

044 $ 104 0 144 d 

045 % 105 E 145 e 
046 &: 106 F 146 
047 107 G 147 9 
050 ( 110 H 150 h 

051 ) 111 I 151 
052 .. 112 J 152 
053 + 113 K 153 k 

054 114 L 154 1 

055 115 M 155 m 

056 116 N 156 n 

057 / 117 a 157 0 

060 0 120 P 160 p 

061 1 121 Q 161 q 

062 2 122 R 162 r 

063 ,) 123 S 163 s 
064 4 124 T 164 
065 5 125 U 165 u 

066 6 126 V 166 v 

067 7 127 W 167 w 

070 8 130 X 170 x 

071 9 131 Y 171 Y 
072 132 Z 172 z 
073 133 [ 173 { 
074 < 134 174 
075 135 ] 175 
076 ;- 136 176 
077 ? 137 177 

OCTAL TRANSLATION I OCTAL TRANSLATION 
·_-------_·_---------1-----------_·_--

200 nu I I I 210 
201 start message ! 211 
202 I 212 
203 end message I 213 
204 end job I 214 
205 1 215 
206 I 216 
207 I 217 

hor i zon to I tab 

line feed 

vertical tab 
form feed 
carriage return 
new page 
new line 

Th i schar tis used to interpret the second record of Load and Go f i I es_ 
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1. TAPE AT LOAD POINT appears when L option is typed or tope is at load point. 

CHORS does not respond to this command as CHORS cannot bock up. 

2. END OF FIL[ N indicates that the end of file speci fied has been reached. 

Other Options for Mag Tape Displayer 

1. JOB #,/R reads to the end of file on the job number specified. 

2. OR bocks tape up to end of fi.le mark previous to the file that is 

currently accessed. It wi II cancel the use of all other commands. 

AI so, thi s command does not work wi th CHORS, as CHORS cannot back up 

3. To get a copy of what is being displayed on the monitor, type T. 

This types on the teletype what was shown on the monitor. To return 

the di sp i oy to the mani tor, type M 
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The disc system is used as the principal running system for production, 

To rind out which disc directories at'e available, type: CT_RL-:=-Q and L_§,§~. 

The monitor will display the default directory (identified with an asterisk), 

type of disc, fi Ie structure 10 and free blocks located on the disc, See Figure 

1-1 . 

Disc Directory 

To view the directories 

type: £ __ ~_~ .. ..:L. This shows the default directory (asterisk beside it). 

(See Figure 1-1.) 

To see the program directories available under the default directory 

hit the return key. In some cases, you wi I I see three program directories 

(SYS, MON, and DIA). You may also see other program directories, such as 

III, HeR, OLD, elc. Don't concet""n yourself with these other program 

directories. (See Figure 1-2.) 

To see the programs wi thin a program directory, type the name of the 

program directory, plus a semicolon (;) and rt. (See Figure 1--3.) 

'\0 see all of the programs available, type: AUD..lLd. (see Ffgurel-4.) 

Programs in MON Directory 

The following programs are Data-Only programs. These programs are not rei iable 

on disc. 

168P7, COOK, OPEN, TIOCOR, 509RPT, FR80, FBP7, TIBFRB. FP7, MEINDE, FPER,16P7 

These programs must be loaded by the operator, and are subject to change. 

The following programs are normal production programs called for by User-1 tapes: 

CB, L7 (16rnrn programs), L5 & L6 (35mm programs), L 1. L2 & L3 (105rnm programs). 
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Default Directory - FR80H 1,2,4 

01 
SYS 

2316 FREE BLOCKS 

Defaul t Directory - FR80 #3 

D1 
SYS 

2316 FREE BLOCKS 

FIX D1F 2365 FREE BLOCKS 
F'IX 

Figure 1-1. 

The difference between FRaO #3 and the others is due to FR80 #3 having two 
discs - one which is removable (#SYS) and one which is not removable (FIX). The 
other FRBOs only have discs which are not removable. Also, depending on which 
disc you are running from, the asterisk will indicate which disc is being used 
for FR80 #3. 

SYS 
MaN 
OIA 
III 

Program directories under the 
Default directory 

(8 FILES) 02/10/83 FR#3 
(48 FILES) 02/10/83 FR#3 
(7 FILES) 02/10/83 FR#3 
(1 FILES) 02/10/83 FR#3 

SYSTEM REL 
SYSTEM REL 
SYS1EM REL 
SYSTEM REL 

,,[SysJ SYS 

Figure 1-2. 

Figure 1-2 is taken from FR80 #3. The information wi II vary somewhat from 
FR8D to FR8D. 

Cont i nLJed on next page -----+ 



MON: 

SYS 
L2 

L5 
H5 

BINi;RY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 

RAD BINARY 
TJBFR8 BINARY 
FP7 BINARY 
FDDSO 13 HjARY 
COOI< B I NARY 
MEINDE 8I~JARY 

TIDCOR BIN.ARY 
FIFILM BINARY 
HARD BINARY 

I FPER10 BINARY 
1 COl_OR BINARY 

I 16COLO BIN.ARY 
I TEST BINARY 
I OCBFRS BINARY 
1 500CAL BINARY 
I TI FRS B I N,ARY 

I A 
1 3A 

BINARY 
BIN.ARY 

I NEWH5 BINARY 

I 

MON: 
L1 
L3 
L6 

CB 
FRSO 
16P7 
DDSO 
16BP7 
OPEN 

BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
Blf\lARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 

509RF'T BINARY 
PER10 BINARY 
FILMER BINARY 
FBP7 
CP16 

BINARY 
BINARY 

35COLO BINARY 
COFRSO BINARY 
FRSDSP BINARY 
FIP7 
FP7NF 
BRAD 
2A 
SYS1 
Ol_DH5 

BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 
BINARY 

I 48 FILES, THIS DIRECTORY 

I 
I ,,[SYSJ SYS 
I I 
I======~~===~~=====il 

I Figure 1-3 I 
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Figure 1-3 IS a listing of the programs within the program directory MON. 

Con t i nued on Ilex t page --- .. _ ... 
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--------------------
AUDIT 

SYS: 
R BINARY F BINARY 
D , BINARY S BINARY 

!I A BINARY E BINARY 
il M BINARY COPY BINARY 
I 
l 8 FILES. THIS DIRECTORY 
'I 

I MON: 
I SYS BINARY l1 BINARY 
I L2 BINARY L3 BINARY 
! L5 BINARY L6 BINARY 
I H5 BINARY CB BINARY 
I RAD BINARY FR80 BINARY 
I TIBFR8 BINARY 16P7 BINARY 
1 FP7 BINARY 0080 BINARY 
I FDDSO BINARY 16BP7 BINARY 
~ COOK BINARY OPEN BINARY 
j MEINDE BINARY 509RPr BINARY 
,I TIOCOR BINARY PER10 BINARY 
I FIF-ILM BINARY FILMER BINARY 
I HARD BINARY FBP7 BINARY 
.1 FPER10 BINARY CP16 BINARY 
1 COLOR BINARY 35COLO BINARY 
I 16COLO BINARY COFR80 BINARY 
I 1 EST BINARY FR80SP BINARY 
I OCBFR8 BINARY FIP7 BINARY 
I 500CAL BINARY FP7NF BINARY 
I TIFR8 BINARY BRAD BINARY 
I A BINARY 2A BINARY 
I 3A BIN.A,RY SYS1 BINARY 
I NEWH5 BINARY OLDH5 BINARY 
I 
~ 48 FILES, THIS DIRECTORY 
1 
j OIA: 
j ENTEST BINARY VG BINARY 
I CPU1 BINARY EXCHBD BINARY 
i EXMADR BINARY CB BINARY 
I COFR80 BINAR\ 
I 
I 7 FILES, THIS DIRECTORY 
1 
1 Figure 1-4 
---.-~.---.-... - .. -------.--.. -----

Figure 1-4 is a listing of all the programs within each program directory_ This 
I isting is obtained by typing AUOITrt for each FR8D. The I isting may contain 
additional entries, depending on whether there are other program directories 
available, such as HeR, III, etc. 
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Restore Tape From Disc 
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This is used to save all disc files by putting them on a tape, which is 
then used as a backup system. To save files on tape: 

1. Type: CTRL-Q (debug) and ~~~~. 

2. Teletype responds: DATE? 

3. Enter title of tape, e.g., type: JAN 6 1977 FR#3 SYSTEM RELOAD TAPE 
Be sure to include date the tape is being written, machine the tape 
is being written on, and title of tope. 

4. Teletype responds: OK. 

5. Type: ALL. 

6. Machine will write all files from disc onto the tape dialed to 1. 
Then machine wil I re-read tape tompletely to insure what was wri tten 
on tape is what is found on the disc. This takes approximately 5 minutes. 

7. Teletype responds: OK. 

8. Rewind the tape manually. 

An Example program is given below . 

.. DEBUG 
DATE? 
JAN 25 19B1 FR#2 SYSTEM RELOAD TAPE 
OK 

ALL 
OK 

After restoring a tape from disc, get an index of the tape, as listed below. 

Index of System Tapes 

This routine works ONLY on system tapes. 

1. Set Read-in mode switch to MT. Simultaneously press Stop and Reset, 
and then press Read-in on console. 

2. Type: IN/rt. Teletype responds: INDEX; 

3. Tape dialed to 3 will be I isted on teletype. 
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This routine wil'l copy an individucli file or a whole tape from one tape 

to another tape or from CHOHS to a tape, To execute tape copy: 

1. Type CTRL-D (debug) and .COPY esc J. 

2. Set par'ameter changes if any. For a normal copy. no changes are necessary. 

3, 

Standard settings are: 

Density 2,2 

Parity 1,1 

Data conversion 

Write or compare 

Double file Mark 

Block maximum 

No 

o 
yes. 

1 ~'i032 

A complete lis t of tape copy parameters 

Dial the tape d rive you are reading from, 

Dial the tape d r i ve you IJ re writing to, to 

appear on the next page. 

to 1-
3, 

4 For copy i ng f r'om one tape to another tape, type: GO!~r t. 
For copying from CHORS to a magnetic tape, use the PLOT command 

at the ADM31 to get the job(s) you want put on a tape, then 

type: GO/ rt . 

Continued on next page ------> 



Tape Copy Parameters 

.TIME=15'5.8" 

.. GO 
"CONTINUE 
.. BACK 
"USE=1 
"REWIND 
-SKIP 
"TRY AGAIN=10 
*LOAD=COPY 
.. ROTAT IOI\)=O 
"II I DUMP COf"Y 

" PROGRAM READS FROM UNIT 
• AND WRITES ON UNIT 3 

" 
*DENSITY=-o2,2 
• READ,WRITE 1=566 2=800 3=9TR 

"PARITY=1 , 1 

" READ,WRITE Q=EVEN 1=ODO 

" 
.. DATA CONVERSION=NO 
* 9=9 TO 7 7=7 TO 9 O=NO 

-WRITE OR COMPARE=O 

.. O=WR ITE 'I =COMP ARE 

"OOUBl.E r-ILE MARK=YE.S 

• (COPY TO DOUBLE FILE MARK) 
.. O=OFF 1 ==ON 

" 
"BLOCK MAXIMUM=13032 

" 
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FRBD d~s6 ~~o~~a~s 

This routine will write onto the disc whcdever is in memory. 

1. Se t Read-in Mode swi tch to MT. 

2. Load program into memory from tape. 

3. Make parameter changes to program. 

4. Change Read-in Mode switch to Disc. 

5. Type: CTRL-D (debug) 

6. Type: PROGRAM-NAME esc F. This wri tes corrected program onto disc from 
memory into the same location as was the bad program. 

7. Check program to be sure change was accepted. 

8. Update all system tapes using r-(estore--Tape-from-Disc routine. 

Memory to Disc from Disc 

1. Load program into memory. 

2. Make parameter changes Lo program. 

3. Type: CTRL-D (debug). 

4, Type: PR.OGRAM-NAME_ . ..f2~. This wr'ites corrected progrclm into disc from 
memory into the some location as was the bod program. 

5. Check program to be sure change was accepted, 

6. Update all system topes using Restore-Tape·-·from-[lisc routine. 

Programs in DIA Directory 

The OIA directory consists of the diagnostics program used to debug 
hardware problems. 

ENTEST = Engineering test. Tests the CRT and its circui ts. Almost the 
same as the tape d i ognost j c test. CPU1. 

CPU1 Complete central processor unit test. Rings bell when complete. 
Checks hal t command first (740040). To continue test, press 
Continue switch on console. If it stops at ony point other than 
Instruction 740040, check diagnostic manual (which your supervisor 
has) to resolve the prob'lem. This test is similar to $A on the 
tape diagnostic routines. 
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Reloading FR80# 1, 2, & 4 System from Tape 

Read-In mode Bwi tch must be on MT. Data awl tch 17 must be up, which tel Is 
the machine to disregard the use of the Track Usage table. Address awl tch 12 
must also be up. Dial the System Reload Tape to 3. Be absolutely certain you 
hove these settings done correctly! You will destroy the reload tape if the 
settings are not correct. Simultaneously press STOP and RESET, then press 
READ--IN. Dial the system reload tape to 1 when "hong 0 tape" appears on the 
monitor. If, at any time during 
system tape has been destroyed. 
checked your swi tch settings, or 

this procedure, you get an error message, your 
Do not hang a new system tope unt i I you've 
you'll destroy it al so. 

At this point, you must go to the next page (Commands for Wiping a Disc and 
Reloading the System) in order to complete the reload process. 
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Commands for Wiping a Disc and Reloading the System 

I\IlO'1l'IE: You have to complete the steps on the previous page before going on. 

WIPE r t Initializes a file structure. All blocks except for the swapping 

area filled with zeros; a master directory with olle entry, 

SYS,is created. -fhe SYS directory has no files; a track usage 

table is written with all allocatable blocks indicated to be 

available. The following commands are required to initialize 

a file structure. (Note: the operator types m~LY the doubly 

underlined text) A line-feed will abort the wipe if entered 

at any time during the wipe dialog. 

system response: Fi Ie Structure i .d.: 

operator response: ;;;'YSrt An illegal character repeats the request tor fi Ie 

structure i .d. This can be any three letters. 

system response: File Structure Name: 

operator response: SYSrt 

system response: Uni t(s) 

ope rat orr e s p 0 n s e: QJ[ r t 

f'i'le structure name is one to three characters 

for the deL.lUlt directory. Use SYS for default 

directory name 

If message "UNIT 1 NOT f~EADY" comes up, disc is 

down. Call in a technician and/or run from 

tape system. 

system response: Ini tiate Wipe? 

ope r a to r I-esponse; d 1nititotes wipe; any character other than Crt) wi!1 

abort the wipe, Rotelle Dalo Select dial one c'l ick to 

the right, then one cl ick to the left (data display 

will activate), Wait up to three to five minutes for 

Wipe to complete (Iigllts will stop flashing). 

sys1em response: Wipe aborted (lhis response wi I I be typed if the wipe 

is aborted.) 

operator response: ALL (Loads complete tape. Tokes 1-2 nlinutes) 

system response: OK 

operator response: Change Read-In Mode to DISC. Put switch 17 down. 

Press RESET/STOP and READ-IN on the console. 

This brings Debug up. 

operator response: MON;proqram-name esc J The system is now ready to run 
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FR80 #.3 has two disks. The top disk is called the "removable platter," the 

lower disk is called the "fixed platter." Each platter must be reloaded 

separately. The following instructions should betollowed to insure proper 

reloading. 

operator: Set Read-In mode switch to MT. 

operator: Data switch 17 and Address Switch 12 in UP position. 

operator: Dial tape unit to 3. 
operator: Press Stop-·Reset, Read-ln. 

op era tor: 0 i a 1 tap e un itt 0 1. 

operator: WIP~rt 

From this point, the two platters are different. Depending on which platter is 

being reloaded, follow the instructions below. NOTE: Under normal circumstances, 

you should only need to reload the removable platter!!! 

for REMOVABLE platt~ 

system Fi Ie Structure ID 

operator: SYSrt 

system File Structure Name 

operator: SYSrt 

system Uni t(s) 

operator: Q1B. 
system Ini Hate wipe? 

operator: rt 

operator: fo,LL.rt 
system ok 

operator: READ-IN mode to DISC 

sw itch 17 down 

RESET-STOP, READ-IN 

MON;program name esc J 

.~ FIXED . ....2.1 at ter 

system File Structure 10 
operator: FIXrt 

system Fi Ie Structure Name 

operotor: FIXrt 

system Unites) 
operator: D1F 

system Initiate wipe? 

operator: rt 
operator: ALLrt 
system ok 

operator: READ-IN mode to DISC 

swi tch 17 down 

RESET-STOP, READ-IN 

MON;program name esc J 
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Running FR80 #3 from Backup Disc 

If the situation occurs that calls for a system reload, and while reloading 

the removable piotter, you find that the reload tape is bad, what do you do? 

Below is a sequence of steps that wi II allow you to continue running production 

from the fixed platter unti I the system reload tope can be replaced. 

1. Go into debug Ilnd type L~..J. (audit program) 

If need be, reload the SYS directory from any system reload tape, by 

t Y pin 9 D SY S r t ' 
The system wi II ask you if you want to replace each of the programs in the 

SYS directory. Just hit the return key. If any other key is hit, the 

system wi I I not replace that program, but wi I I go to the next program. 

2. After the SYS directory has been replaced (indicated by 'ok' on the TTY), 

go into Debug and type t~..§.~ 

3. When the monitor d i sp I ay is: 

,.SYS D1R 2463 FREE BLOCKS 

SYS 

F'IX D n- 2463 FREE. BLOCKS 

FIX 

tiPe. LU!Ur t or ~Y~_lr t 

If the asterisk is next to the SYS (e.g., *SYS D1R .. ,). type LfJJGrt to run 

from the fixed plaUer. If the display shows "FIX DIF ... , type [SYS}rt to run 

from the removable platter. In you are unable to run the disk system, then run 

from the tape system. 
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To copy one program, one directory or the entire disc, execute the 

following: 

1. Go to the Debug and type F esc J 

2. When the monitor display is: 

-5YS D1R 2463 FREE BLOCKS 

5YS 

FIX D1F 2463 FREE BLOCKS 

FIX 

type LfSY~Jt;1Qli;..Qr~t BINARY=[SYSJMON~z BINARYr t 
which wi II copy the CB program from the removable platter and write it on 

the same platter only with a different name (xyz). 

type C [SYS]MON;L7 BINARY=[FIX]MON;L7 BINARYrt 

which will copy L7 from the removable to the fixed platter. 

[ Olil! ] 

type C MON;LLBINARY=EXP;.Q2_~IJ:i6BYrt 
which wi II copy L1 into C5 in the EXP directory. If EXP or C5 is not there, 
the system wi I j create it. 

[ 0111 ) 

type C [SYsJ=rrrx] 

which wi I I copy 01 I of the sys disc onto the fix disc, 

IllIC'lrIE: These are only exomples of how the COPY r'ouline work.s, HONever, extreme 
caution should be used when copying files, ill that the operator may inadvertently 

011 e r -w r i teo good fil e . 

An example error would be C MON;ABC BINARY=SYS;O BINARY 

which would replace Debug wi th fi Ie ABC. 



Deletion of Programs on Disc 

1. Go into Debug and type F esc J 

2. When the file structure appears on the monitor. type: 

( OIFll ) 

D [FIX]SYS;R,MON;C8,DIA;rt 
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This wi II delete SYS;R, MON; CB and the entire OIA directory on the fixed 
platter. 

NOTE: 

These are only examples of deleting programs. Use extreme caution when 
manipulating anything on the platters. Know what you are doing before 
attempting this. 
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Commands for Writing on Disc from Tape 

Use the standard settings for the FR80 console. If a bell rings at anytime, 

check, and retype the command. To reload a program or directory, the system MUST 

be in debug (CTRL-D) state, Oi sc mode. Type: R esc J, wh i ch wi 11 load the 

program to restore a directory or individual program on disc. The operator can 

now reload the entire disc, one entire directory, or a single file of a directory 

by using one of the following options: 

ALLr t To copy all files from the current position of the tape 

to the disc. 

I'D copy a single fi Ie from tape to disc. 8 refers to 
the tile as being binary. XXX refers to a three-lettered 

directory where the file resides. File-Name is file to be 

restored. The routine FXXX-Name BINARY Crt) also loads the 

binary file onto the disc by specifying binary in the 

command. Both commands load only the program. 

DOir-Name 1 (Dir·-Name2), (Oir-Name 3), (Oir-Name 4} ... rt 

To load a single directory from tLlpe to disc, use: 

DOir-Name, where Dir-Name is the directory you want to 

restore; this wi II load ONLY the di rectory! 
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ABORT Command, 28. 
AD Overlay, 66. 
ADM31 Commonds: see CHORS. 
ADM31 Messages: see CHaRS. 
ADM31: see CHaRS. 
ADVANCE Command, 66. 
AUDIT Listing, 102. 

BACK Command, 67. 
Backlog Information 

Where to record, 5. 
Berkeley Hardcopy/HFB Tapes (disc 
only),64. 

Camera Select Swi tch 
Wh ere i tis, 5. 

Cameras 
Cameros;Description, 

105mm, 21. 
16mm, 22. 
35mm/P16mm, 24. 
Color 35mm/Color P15mm, 25. 
Hordcopy (HCY/HFB). 23. 

Carneras;Gouge Monitoring, 
10~5rnm, 21. 
16mm, 22 
35rnm/P16mm, 24. 
Color 35mm/Coior P16mm, 25. 
HCY/HfB, 23. 

Introduction, 2" 
Cameros;Procedure, 

10Smm, 21. 
16mm, 22. 
35mrn/P16mm, 24. 
Color 35mm/Coior P16mrn, 25. 
HCY /HFB, 23. 

CHORS 
ADM31 Commands, 28-32. 
Error Messages from ADM31 , 

]9-80. 

Introduction, 27. 
The ADM31 , 27. 

CLASSIFICATION Command, 28. 
CLEAR Command, 67. 
Clearing Memory, 13. 
Color Test Procedures: see Load 
and Go. 
CON Err 0 r, 74. 

INDEX 

CONTINUE Command, 67. 
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Copy Data "from Disc to Disc, 111. 
CPU1 Diagnostic Test, 106. 
CTRL-A, 15. 

CTRL--D, 15. 
CTRL-I, 15. 

Data Only Tape Handl lng, 59-60. 
Data Only Tape Handling 

Example of a 105-mm tape run, 
63, 

Run Procedures, 62. 
Tape Programs Avai lable, 53. 
Work Order Sheet Verification, 

58. 
Work Order Sheet, 59. 

Data Only Tape Handling;Work Order 
Sheet, 

Samp Ie, 60-61. 

Data Switch 5, 67, 

Data Translator 
Description of, 7, 

Date For FeB: see Run Procedures. 
Debug 

How To Access Debug, 48. 
What Debug Is, 48, 
When To Access Debug, 48, 

Defau'lt Directory, 99-100. 
Define Perrnanent Picture N Error. 
74, 
Delete Permanent Picture 
Definitions, 74. 
Delete Perrnanent Picture N Error, 
74. 
Deleting Programs from Disc, 112.; 
DIA ui rectory 

CPU 1, 106. 

ENTEST, 106. 
Disc Directories: see FR80 Disc 
Programs. 
Disc Run;Lamp Indicators, 

Significance of, 10. 
Discrepancy SI ip: see FR80 Logs 
and Forms. 
DLM Error, 74. 

END JOB Command, 68. 
EN TEST Diagnostic Test, 106. 



FCB Test; see Run Procedures. 
FCB: see Run Procedures. 
Film Types 

List of. 5. 
FIND Command. 69. 
First Record Missing FS Character 
Error. 75. 
FOCUS Command, 69. 

Format Error. 56. 

FR80 Console 
FR80 Console;Address Section. 

Continue, 11. 

De pos it. 11. 

Exam i n e. 11. 

Re se t. 11. 
start. 11. 
Stop, 11. 
Use of I i gilt s/swi tches, 11. 

FR8D Console;Data Section, 
Data Select, 12. 
Power, 12. 
Read-in mode, 12. 
Read·-in, 12. 
Tape Drive Select, 12. 
Use of lights/switches, 12. 

FR80 Console;Instruction Section, 
Lamp indicator's, 10. 

Normal switch settings, 9. 
Use of lights, 8. 
Use of switches, 9-10. 

Normal settings, 9-10. 
FR8D Disc Powers Down, 87. 
FR8D Disc Programs 

Copy Data from Disc to Disc, 
111 . 

Deleting Programs from Disc, 
112. 
FReD DIsc Programs 

Disc Directories, 99. 
FR80 Disc Programs;Disc 
Directories, 

All Programs Listing. 102. 
Default Directories, 100. 
DIA Directory. 106. 
Identifying the Default 

Directory. 99. 

Programs in MON Directory. 
101 . 

Sys Directory, 103-106. 
Reloading FR1-2-4, 107-108. 
Reloading FR3, 109. 
Running FR80 3 From Backup Disc, 

110. 
Writing on Disc from Tape, 113. 

FR80 Logs and Forms 
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Discrepancy SI ip. 39. 
FR80 Dai Iy Log. 34-35. 

FR80 Logs and Forms;FR80 Dai Iy 
Log. 

Exampl e, 36. 
FR80 Production Log, 37. 

FR80 Logs and Forms;FR80 
Production Log, 

Example, 38. 
Introduction, 34. 
Machine Trouble Report (MTR). 

40. 
FR8D Logs and Forms;Machine 
Trouble Report (MTR) , 

Example. 41. 
FR80;1 ond 2. 

Characteristics. 5, 

FR80;3. 
Characteristics, 5. 

FR80;4, 
Characteristics, 5. 

FR80 
FRBO;How The System Works, 

Dato Translator, 7. 
Description. 7. 
Input Section, 7. 
Processor, 7. 
Recording Unit, 7. 

Introduction, 4. 
Program Errors, 74-78. 

FRBO;System Responses, 
10 Ft. Left, 76. 
No Fi 1m Left, 76. 
NO FILM, 75. 

FR80;Trouble S1 tuations, 
Drops into Debug. 75. 
Drops into Monitor, 75. 
Teletype Paper Advances, 77. 

FRJOBS Command, 28. 

GO Command. 69. 

Hardcopy/HFB tapes from Berkeley. 
64. 
Hey: see Cameras. 
HFB: see Cameras. 

I/O Status Display, 44-46. 
Illegal Command E.rror. 75. 
Index of System tap~s, 103. 
Input Section 

Description. 7. 

r ., 



Label For FCB: see Run Procedures. 
US1 Commond, 29. 

Load .and Go Run Procedures: see 
Run Procedures. 
Load a nd Go 

Black and Whi te Test Pjocedures, 
57. 

Color Test Procedures, 57. 
Parame tel' Defi nit ions, 56. 

Program Description, 56. 

What Load and Go is, 52. 
LOG Command, 29. 

Logs and Forms: see FR8D Logs and 
Forms. 
Long Record Error, 75. 

Magnetic Tape Displayer 
AI ternate Displays, 97. 
Command Summary, 89. 

Magnetic Tape Displayer;FCB, 
Correct First Record 93. 

Header Translation, 92. 

Magnetic Tape Displayer;Load and 
Go, 

COllversioil Chart for First 
Record, 94. 

Conversion Chart for Second 
Record, 96. 

94. 

Correct First Record, 94. 
How to use Conversion Chart, 

Interpreting the Second 
Record, 95. 

Other Options, 97. 

Magnetic Tape Displayer;To Access 
A File and Record, 

FCB, 91. 
Load and Go, 91, 

To get teletype printout, 97. 

To View CHORS Fi Ie or Tape, 91. 
MAf,E FILM Command (FCB), 71. 

MAKE FILM Command, 70. 
MARK Command, 30. 
Memory to Disc from Disc, 106. 
Memory to Disc from Tape, 106. 
MON D ire c tor y, 1 01 . 
MON Directory 

Programs In, 99. 
MTR: see FRBO Logs and Forms. 

No Film? Error, 75. 
Non Permanent Picture N Needed, 
76. 
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OK, 56. 

Parameter Changes, 55. 
PLOT Command, 72. 
Power Outage Procedures 

Genera I, 85-86. 

Loss of Power on FR80Disc, 87. 
Processor ;FR80, 

Description, 7. 

Production Programs, 99. 

Recording Unit 
Description of, 7. 

Reload Procedures 
FR80 1-2-4, 107-108. 
FRSO 3, 109. 

REPORT TAPE ERRORS Command, 72. 
Restore Tape from Disc, 103. 

REWIND Command, 72. 
Run Procedures 
Run Procedures;FCB Program, 

How to dote FCB, 50. 
How to label FCB, 50 

Loading FeB from Disc system, 
49 

Loading FCB from Tape system, 
49, 

Hunning FCB from CHOHS, 50-51. 

Running FCB from Tape, 50-51. 

Running FCB Test, 51. 

Run Procedures;Load and Go 

Programs, 
Loading l.oad and Go from 

CHORS, 5.3-54. 

loading Load and Go from Disc 
system, 52. 

Loading Load and Go from Tape 
system, 52. 

Loading Load and Go from Tape, 
53-54. 

SCAN Command, 73 
Sh i f t Change Procedures, 43. 

SKIP Command, '13 . 
Standard Settings For FR8D Console 
Switches, 13. 
STOP Command, 30. 
Switches:see FRBO Console. 
Sw itches 
Switches;FRBO Console, 

Instruction Section, 9-10. 
Standard settings, 13. 



Sys Dr rectory, 103. 
Sys Directory;Prograrns In, 

Index of System Topes, 103. 
Memory to Disc from Disc, 106. 
Memory to Disc from Tope, 106. 
Restore Tape from Disc, 103. 
Tape Copy Parameters, 105. 
Tape Copy, 104. 

Tape Copy, 104-105. 
Tape Drive Select Switches, 12. 
Tape Dr j ves 

Kennedy 9100. 1B. 

lope Drives;Kennedy 9100, 
Clearing, 18. 

Load i ng, 18. 

Unloading, 18. 

Kennedy wi th Tension Arms. 19. 
Tape Drives;Kennedy with Tension 
Arrns, 

Clearing. 19. 
Loading, 19. 

Unloading, 19. 
Tape Dr i ves;Troub I eshoot i ng. 

Loss of Vacuum, 81-82. 
Tape Runs Away, 82. 
Tape Runs Off End, 83. 

Tape Error, 76. 
Technician Cal I-In Procedure, 42. 
Teletypes 

Keyboard, 1.5. 
Pape r Change, 16. 

Switch Settings, 15. 
Troubleshooting. 16. 
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Test Procedures for Load and Go: 
see Load and Go. 
Three Letter Errors. 76. 
Title Error, 56, 77. 

TMN Error. 77. 
Too Big, 56. 
Troubleshooting Tape Drives: see 
Tape Dr i ves. 
Troubleshooting 

Error Recovery Commands, 66-73. 
Troubleshooting;FRBO Console, 

Clearing memory, 13. 
Console goes dead. 13. 

Teletypes, 16. 

UNC Error. 77. 
Unknown Control Error. 75, 7B. 
Unknown Control, 56. 
UNKNOWN Error. 77. 
Updating the I/O Status Display, 
44-46. 

VOID, 56. 

Work Order Sheet: see Data Only 
Tape Hand ling. 
Writing on Disc from Tape, 113. 



MODIFICATION DATES AND CONTENT CHANGES 

EDITION 3 OCTOBER 10, 1983 
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ModiFications 

Aside from minor semantic and style di ffere-nces, the major changes are: 

1. I/O Transfer Instruction Operation updated. 
2 FR8D Hardware (Data Section) updated. 
3. Gauge Monitoring - lD5mm Camera updated. 
4. Procedures for 16mm Fi 1m and Camero updated. 
5. Gauge Monitoring - 16mm Camero updated. 
6. Procedures for HCY/HFB Fi 1m and Camera updated. 
7. Description - 35mm and P16mm Camera updated. 
8. Pr ocedures for 35mm and P16mm F 11 m and Camera updated. 
9. Gauge Moni toring - 35mm and P16 Cameras updated. 

10. Procedures for' Color 35mm - P16rmn Film and Camera updated. 
'1. Standard Operating Procedures updated. 
12. FRaD Production Log updated. 
13. Discrepancy S'lip updated. 
14. Technician Call-Jn Procedure updated. 
15. Load and Go Procedures (CHORS or tope) updated. 
16. Section titled Parameter Changes added to text. 
17. Load and Go Test Procedures for Color updated. 
18. FR80 Work Order Sheet updated. 
19. Run Procedures for Data Only Topes updated. 
20. Troubleshooting (First Record Missing FS-Character) updated. 
21. Power Outage SOP updated. 
22. Commands for Wiping a Disc and Reloading the System updat.ed. 
23, Previous revision marks deleted from text. 



EDITION 2 JULY 8, 1983 
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Moditiccitioris 

Aside from minor semantic and style di tferences, the major changes are: 

1. Index added to text. 
2. Fourth and fi fth level headings deleted from Table of Contents, 

but not from body of text. 
3. Section titled "Instruction Group Switches and Indicators" updated. 
4. Description of 16mm comero updated. 
5. Description of 35mm/P16mm camera updated. 
6. CHORS lntroduction updated. 
7. Section deal in9 with MTRs updated. 
B. FCB Test Procedures updated. 
9. FRBO Work Order Sheet section updated. 

10. FR80 Work Order Sheet example added to text. 
1'. END JOB command instructions updated. 
12. SCAN JOB command instructions updated. 
13. CON information updated. 
14. Power Outage Procedures added to text. 
15. Magnetic Tape Displayer section added to text. 
16. Source file modified with TID macro instructions. 
17. Revision marks added as needed. 

EDITION 1 MAY 27, 198.3 
Aside from minor semantic and style differences, the major changes are: 

1. Original generation of document. 
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FR80 TRAINING OUTLINE 

1. Introduction 

A. Brief Description of the System and Forms 

II. Console (p. 3-8) 
A. Functional Section 
B. Standard Settings 

C. Trouble Shooting 

III. Things You Should Know Already 

IV. 

v. 

A. Tape Dri ves 
a. Loading 
b. Unloading 

c. Cleaning 
B. Teletypes 

a. Silents 700 (Texas Instruments) 
b. Keys 

c. Change Paper 

b. Rep 1 ace TTY 

Cameras 
A. Description (105, 35, 16, C16, 24X, Hey) 
B. Procedures 
C. Gauge Monitoring 

Load and Go Programs (Tapes) (Disc System) 
A. 105, 24X, 35, C35, C16, 16, Hey, HFB, Data Only 

B. Errors 

(p. 1-2) 

(p. 9) 

(p. 10-11) 

(p. 12-17) 

(p. 39-68) 



VI. 

VI I. 

CB Program 
A. Errors 

Tape System Routines 

A. Running Tape System 

-2-

B. CB, 105, 24X, 35, P16, 16 C16, HCY, HFB, Data Only 

C. Tape Index 
D. Mag Tape Displayer 

VIII. Routines to Fix Common Errors and Replot Tapes 

A. Routines to Fix Common Errors 
B. Routines to Replot Tapes 

a. Find Routine 
b. Skip Routine 

IX. Disc System (Programs in Dia B, C, D) 

A. Mag Tape Displayer (Data Tapes) 
B. Reloading FR80 #1, 2, 4 from System Tape 

C. Reloading FR80 #3 from System Tape 
D. Running FR80 #3 from Back-Up Disk 

X. Chors Program Routines 

A. Chars FR80 Components (overview) 

B. Chors Disc Packs 109 

C. FR80 Commands to Chors 

D. FR80 Messages from Chors 

E. Running FR80 from Chars 

F. AD Overlay (Opt 2 TCUPGO) 

(p. 71-73) 

(p. 70, 74-93) 
(p. 70) 

(p. 70) 
(p. 22, 27 - 28) 

(p. 94-108) 

(p. 93) 
(p. 29) 

(p. 31) 

(p. 32) 

(p. 110) 

(p. 111 - 112) 
(p. 113 - 116) 
(p. 117 - 119) 
(p. 120) 
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XI. Disc System Contents and Routines 
A. Running Disc System (p. 18) 

B. Disc Directory (p. 18) 

C. Programs in Mon Directory (p. 18) 

D. Programs in Sys Directory (p. 20) 

E. Restore Tape from Disc (p. 20) 

F. Tape Copy (po 20) 

G. Memory to Disc from Tape (p. 22) 

H. Memory to Disc from Disc (p. 22) 

1. Forms Assembler (A&J) (p. 22) 

J. Editor (E&J) (p. 22) 

XI I. Programs in Dia Directory 
A. Wiping a Disc (p. 29) 

B. Copy from Disc to Disc (p. 33) 

C. Deletion of Disc Programs (p. 34) 

D. Writing on Disc from Tape (p. 35) 
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XI. Disc System Contents and Routines 
A. Running Disc System (p. 18) 

B. Disc Directory (p. 18) 

C. Programs in r~on Directory (p. 18) 

D. Programs in Sys Directory (p. 20) 
E. Restore Tape from Disc (p. 20) 
F. Tape Copy (p. 20) 
G. Memory to Disc from Tape (po 22) 
H. Memory to Disc from Disc (po 22) 
I. Forms Assembler (A&J) (po 22) 
J. Ed itor (E&J) (p. 22) 

XI I. Programs in Dia Directory 
A. Wiping a Disc (p. 29) 
B. Copy from Disc to Disc (p. 33) 

C. Deletion of Disc Programs (p. 34) 

D. Writing on Disc from Tape (p. 35) 


